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soil,  he  can easily  fall   into holes which he wes  not. able   to see. We define   the 

différant  types  of  forest  soil   according  to   their mother  rock. 

e.  Clay'.soil:   this   is a particularly resistent  ~o;l when  it   is  dry 

with a  verv  hi-rh  nolding   ibi1if_   and  on the  other hand  becomes  very  slippery 

when drentchel with water and   its hoir" i    T power often diminuishes  by considerable 

proportions.   It  is   therefore   necesaar.wiith   such soil   to rr   ¡nize   the  harvest of 

tinber durin- the dry season,  and   if  it  is    useful        t^ irotk during the  rainy 

season,   it   1*   nesesaary   to anticipate   the   need of devices  which will   "-Tinit  the 

vehicles   to  pass   over  V "•  worst  places.  The   most classic  foT"*st"y  artifice 

is   the  autohauling winch piar"'   ~>n the  front of  the  vehi   le. 

b. Humid  soil:   himid soil  is moat   t- ; ' -ally  forestrial,   it   Ì3  covered 

with more  or   less décomposée   humus, often mixed with   n bed  of leaves.It  is equally 

the   type of soil  which one   finds in marshy   terrain.   In order to pf ~<3  over   these 

types of  terrain,   it is  necessary  to use  very Iprq^e  crawlers, which have   a  soil 

pressure of  100 g/cm  . 

c. Sar' •  soli :   It often happens   that massive   forest regions  are  arti- 

ficially developednn sandy  soil regions.  These  terrains are  often of very b! -h 

v-Iding power but   they have   insuffcient cohesion    and when a vehicle starts up it 

very oft^n becomes  bogged  down in the  soil.   Consequently,   it   is  necessary,  in 

order  to move  about on this   type of terrain,   to use  large   tires  at very   low pressure 

in such a way  that   this  be done  the  least often possible.   It  is  in fact scarcely 

recommended  to utilize  the crawlers  in sandy soil because   the silica of  the sand 

is a powerful abrasive which will quickly wear down the steel  joints of  the crawler. 

d. Rocky soil:  rocky soil   is   that of which the  superficial  humus has 

disappeared  either by erosion or by repetitive passings.   It  therefore   lacks  the 

elastic element. Ws can supply  it in a certain measure by  utilizing relatively 

low pressurized   tires,  but in all cases  it   is r"«or~»nded   that the engines which 

move about on this  soil  be equipped with a acraping     blade  which permits  it to 

reestablish  the regularity of  the mother  rock which, very often, has very  irregular 

forms  making it quite difficult  for classical engines.  In older  to define   the 

technical  characterists of  the  diverse soils, we mu3t  take  into account a certain 

number of measures which are  the  following: 

(tf -+ holding power:   the holding power of the soil is measured  with  the  help of an 

apparatus called  a penetrometer; it is the   limit of resistence starting  from which 

the soil  is deformed  as soon as one excerea  a given pressure on it.  In general, 

solle have a holding power which varies from some hundred  grams to  ten kilos per cm 

P •+ resistance   to movement:  this  can be defined as being the   force  per  kilo parallel 

to the soil  necessary to déplace one  ton of given vehicle.   It is expressed by 

this f ortrula :    R- K x W  ...R  is the resistence  to movement of the  vehicle per 

kilo;  K is  the coefficient of resistence  to  movement expressed  in kilos  per ton; 

and W is  the weight of  the  vehicle  in tons.  Thia coefficient varies  according 
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to   the   typ*»   of  9oil   and   equally  according  to   the  whell   system  used,  whether   l's 

a  question of   iron wheels,  wheals  equipped  with  hig-h  or  low   pressurized   tires, 

or  crawlers;   the  annexed   table «rives a certain number of coefficients  of rasistence 

to  Tiovement   in diverse   conditions. 

Y -• r^sist^nce   to  sliding:   this  resistence   is   the   horizontal   force   necessary   to 

iisplace   a  body  resting directly  on  the  9>il.   There   is  a  coefficient of  resistence 

to   movoment  which   links   this   necessary   force   to   the   weight  expressed   in  tons   of 

the   load   to  be   displaced.   The  resistence  variée   ii1   function   to  the   soil   and   the 

fori  of   the   object   to  be  cis-ilaced.   It   is a  question of   the   occurence   in   losing 

of  logs  of which  tne   variation of  the diameter  plays  an important role and   the 

way   the   logs  are draped ;   if   they are   totally  dragged  on the   ground  or  if   their 

forward   end   is   raised,  also  cause  a variation  of  this   resistence   in great   pro- 

portions.  The  attached   table  gives according  to  the   type of  soil   and   th =   liameter 

of  the   logn and   the  way   that  they are dragged  on the  ground  or  lightly  raised, 

the  varir l ' >-   of  this   resistence,  as  we  can see,  varies   from 1.50   to  700-800 kilos 

per   ton of  displaced   log'?. 

-> ,>ih>»ranco   coefficient:   this   last  coefficient   can be  defined   as   the   relation 

existing between  available  effort  of  the   tractor  and   fche weightresti rig on  the   motor 

ile-erits   of   thir   it.re   traitor.   This  relation   is  called   the   adherance   coefficient. 

It   is  generally   ex;ressed   in kilos   in  ter-r   of  the  weight  of   the   tractor expressed 
EC 

by   the  following formula:   F - =—     j F being  the  adherence  coefficient  in kilos  per 

ton;  EC being the effort on the  hook of  the   tractor   in kilos; W ' :iiv  the weight 

of  the  motor ele-ients  of  the   tractor expressed   in tons.   It   :n   t^l  en-*rrcient which 

determines   the efficiency of  traction of the   tractor.   It also depends  on  the  given 

soil  and   above  all  we  see  it  predominately by   its state  of humidity.  The   following 

/ivu   the  variations  of  thin adherance  coefficient  for  tractors equipped  with 

pneutnatics or  crawlers.  As we  can see,  it varies  from 170 kilos  per  ton to 560 

kilos  per   ton  for crawler   tractors on dry black  humus,  for example. 

1.4.g.The Silvicultura! Conditions 

After having examined   the  physical aspect of  the  soil,   it   is  fitting  to con- 

sider   the  forest  that grows on this soil and  which  is   the real goal of  logging. 

1) Diameter and height of_the_tre«»_:  It goes without saying  that 

'he  number one  factor  to consider  is   the diameter and  height of  the   trees,   in 

other words,   the  unitary volume  of  the  product   to be handled. 

2) Mqde_ of forestry operation: According to the  type of forest that 

we are dealing with,   is  it a question of a virgin forest, a r-giilarly harvested 

forest or an und -rdeveloped  forest,  the conditions of  lodging will be  very different 

because   in the   first  case, as was  previously  stated   ,   it will  be  necessary  to 

cr«ate  access  roads   in order   to   penetrate  the   forest mass,   in the  second  case   there 

are  already roads but   it   in  n^cejsary  to go  looking for  timber  in the   inferior 

of   the  sometimes dense  growth,   t»cause   the operation »ill   then be  a silvicultural 
r>i:.'i   n,   » h« t   is   to  s«/   «        <•'   sitjn'ioniri   - r 7 : fa • •.   '>   t ^ •   ' * >   rr>.       .8 
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cases. 

1.4.^ Economic  Condi tigna 

It   is  obvious   that when one begins a  study  of  the   logging condition«,   it   is 

necessary   to   take   into   account  all   the   parameters  and   particularly   tha  economic 

parame ters.   The   price   of   the   finished   product  will  be   of  course   the   result  of  all 

the   lodging costs   but  will   be   nnd^r  direc dependence   of   th^   coat   price   of wood. 

This  cost   price   varies   from  the   function of  ownerohip  of   the forest;   if   its  a 

question  of government  or  private   forests,  or   if   it   is  a  question of   forests   for 

which we   pay  a simple   royalty  which   is   proportional   to   its  surface   without   taking 

into   consideration   the  actual   forest  productivity.  All   these  elements  must  be 

considered   in order  to  calculate   the cost price  of  the   finished   product. 

It  is also   necessary  to  take   into account   the   >conomic deve lopemeat of 

the ffiven country.  Because, as   it was previously stated,   if  there   is  absolutely 

no access  road  not  only  to  the   forest mass  but also  to a  port where   the merchandise 

can be dispatched  or a  road or railway sometimes  situated at a great distance 

away,   the   price-  of   this   first   investment  ought   to  be   taken   into   consideration   in 

the  calculations of   the cost price of  the raw material.   It poes  without saying 

that   it would  be   normal   in the  case  of very great  investments  of   this   type,   that 

•he  community, country,  state  or county  take  charge of ell  or  part  of  the  finan- 

cing  in order  to establish these roads. 

1.4.4   Psychological Aspects 

Besides  these  economic  problems, one of  the  principle   factors  of success   is 

the  cost of human problems, and  above all else   the  problem of manpower. 

1)  Manpower  problems:   It  is   fitting to determine  right  from   the  start of the 

study what   the duration of  the operation will  be, and  above all   if  the  forest 

manpower will   bo  seasonal  or permanent.   In the   first case, we must  for3ee  that 

the seasonal  manpower will generally not be careful with   the  equipment and   the 

material  will  suffer accordingly whereas  the  personnel   assigned   in a permanent 

fashion will  be  more cautious with  the  functioning and  up keep of  the  machine*. 

It goes without saying  that we  ought  to  try, when organizing  the yard,  to utilize 

personnel of  the  most permanent fashion possible, even  if  this  necessatea making 

changes  in the  form of personnel utilization  , making roads or reafforestring, 

for example during on« period of the year and executing falling and  skidding 

during other periods. However, in certain countries,  the climotic conditions; 

rain in the  tropics, snow  in Scandinavia, make  it so that there  isn't a possibili*-, 

of employing workers all year lomr and  it is  necessary  to utilize  seasonal  -mnpowsr, 

Besides  this  important question of use of seasonal manpower or not,  it  is  fitting 

to de terni ne  the  typ«, of the existing available  manpower. 

%( in over-populated countries:  in these countries, we  often have  an 

abundanttianpower  force, often cheap, sometimes even more economical  than "achines, 
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auch ns   in   the   r'ar  East,   but   in other  regions,   in  spite  of   the   large   population, 

forestry  manpower   13  hard   to  find  because   it's  a  hard  and   relatively poorly paid 

trade.   In   this  case',  mécanisation generally permits   the   revaluation of   the pro- 

fession.   It  is advisable   to  adjust the  salaries   to   the  obtained   production.   In 

any  case,   we  must   not   forget   that   the   forestry  workers  are   often  rustic   and  brutal 

with   the   machines. 

b/ developing countries:   in   these  countries  we   cannot  generally find 

oompe(ent   manpower  and   the   manpower which  could   come   from   th"  machines'   constructor 

country would   cost   three   or   four   tines   the   price   that   it  would   cost   in   the   initial 

country.   The   local  manpower   that we  could   use  would   often only  be  aides,  »ho 

would  be  able  meanwhile   to be   trainedlíttle  by  little  and   could  occupy   more and 

more  responsible   positions.   Certain constructors,  such  as   Catapillar,   have done 

studies  on   the  efficiency   loss   in yards   in  t^rms  of   the  work  organisation.   It 

was   found   that with a  very experienced   team who are well   payed   and  properly 

supervised     the   loss   per work hour  is  four minutes,  whereas with a new   team which 

is   not well  co-ordina ted  and  who are  poorly paid,   the  hourly  loas   is about ten 

ninutes. 

2)  Management of   th»  harvesting:  we can  form a   like  reasoning In what 

concerns   logging Tianagement   in  particular  at   the   level   of   relations  between work 

organisations,   between   tha   office and   the   enterprise,  between the  bosses  and   the 

workers   themselves.  Th«  same  anerican constructor caused   a variation  in  the  loas 

of minutes   per work  hour according to the  quality of mana«wment,   from   three  to 

seven minutes. We  can even estimate  that   in certain developing nations   these 

coefficients can be doubled.   In general, wo estima   that with a coefficient of   .85, 

the efficiency of a yard  can be  considered  exceptional. With a   .r~H to   .75 

efficiency,  very good   to acceptable. An efficiency  inferior  to   .50 mearía  that 

the  organisation  is defective. 

"*)   Social  Aspect:   it  is   fitting, when one does   a study on  the eventual  costa 

of a  logging operation,   to  take   into account   the   laws  and   customs, besides  the 

conventions of   the   countries  where one   is;   the   laws  and  custom«  and   in  particular 

the  social   laws which  can forbid   a certain number of supplementary work hours,  or 

oblige   tha  use  of sometimes  very high  taxes.  On the  other  hand   ,   the  cost of  social 

charges  ought  to-be  equally   taken into consideration because  it  varies   by great 

proportions according to the country. The  necessary accident insurancea, not 

only  for   the work  forca but slao  for the engines, are alao a point which varies 

considerably from country  to country. Finally,  the  conventions,  not only the 

social  ones but also  the work habits oughf  to be  taken into consideration if 

wa don't  want   to go way over our account and   it ia  very  often neeessary  to consider 

the work  or/sranization because   if we establish a new work  method, and   it doesn't 

produce   th» expected   results,   the workers will very quickly revert  to   thelrold 



habits   in re-eatabl ishing a  routine  which  will   impose   itaelf and   will   be   very 

difficult   to  thwart. 

2.  Technical  description and  mod» of utilization of  tools and  machines used 

in   the   forest 

2|,1 )  Manuel   tools 

-* The ax   is  one of  the  oldest   toals which -nan has n.cr   u3ed;it 

is  an excellent  striking  instrument;   a mass   attached   to  a  handle  which t j^f-lis 

the   force   of   t.h«   individual   hit. 

> Aro,her   a'riking  tool   simultaneously  used  with   'he   ax   is   the cutting 

b^llh^k,   whos»'   lor.    varies   according  to   the   region,   the  mo31  ^r'iict   firm without 

being   \v.»»   itaiiar.   on.* ,   with a   nib   ; i  .->.  hook   form which  permit   not   ">nJ,y   fhe 

pruning  and   trionit^  but  also   th*   hauu.x of   timber and   f ici 11 Ut>-a   ita   handling. 

—> Another  me nue I   tool  that we   cannot forget  to mention   is   the 

w^ige  which serves  to cleave   the  loge and   is  also   U3ed at  the  moment  of  felling, 

aid   its   indispensable  companion  the  ira^e.  Along with the  striking   tools we  can 

mention   the   "debarker" ,   a  sort  of  shovel   which   is   pushed   along   the   trunk. 

-*  In  the  second category  of manuel  toóla are all   the  scrapwing 

instrumenta.   These   instruments have   practically   disappeared  since   the  arrival   of 

Dô-er   eaws     which  better  replaced   them.  There   still   erints  on  the  market   a 

rr,.all   jaw  fqr_ debrançhing. which  is  counted  at  thr    >nd  of a hpndle  and   permits 

the   limbir^  of   trees   up   to  four,   five ar.d   even  aix   netera. 

-• Another  3^ri->3  of  tools  ¡:r«   fVripp?^ and hooks,  used   for   the 

manual   handling of wood. 

2.2,   Power  eaw 

Technical  characteristics : the most common model  of power saw is 

the saw    with direct^ drive  where  the drive  pulley   is directly  fixed   by   the   inter- 

ned iary  of  the  centrifuge clutch on  thi crankshaft and   the irotors  in  these. 

machines   turn 6,000 and   10 to 12,000    rev.   per minute, Given the diameter of 

the  pulley whi^h is  around   three   to   four cm.,   the   corresponding speed   in meters 

per  second   is  from  ten to  twenty me tars  per  second.  The  necessary  power  for 

a  power   saw depends  on the  effort with which  one  penetrates   the  wood with   the 

blade.   It reqiirea  a  cower of   four  to five   HP.   It   is  this power   that one  presently 

finds   in  the  majority of  the  existing machines on the Harket. During  the   past  few 

years   the  powir  saw has witnessed  the coming of accessories  to  improve    u of ort; 

a Scandinavian constructor,  in particular,  has developed a method    of aaking 

the   burned     go" pass  through  the handle,  so  that   in winter -tr~  logger can warm 

his  finders while working.   It is now required   In many countries   to have a  manual 

switch controlled by  the worker which automatically triggers whaa the worker 

releases   the  machine. 
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The  mos,t simple saw  used   to be   the  nflr.-8aw1.n<ft was next re- 

placed  by   the  mechanical saw, which was   for  nar.y years   the  cnly chain  tool used 

regularly  and   in particular at sawmills. With  the development  of the  power saw, 

it wa3   the  mechanical  chain SAW which   imposed   itself   little  by  little  for use 

in cutting timber.  Meanwhile,   for  the   timber destined   for grinding in particular, 

cutting machines  weie   ieveloped;  some were   portable  and   could  circulate  in  the 

forest,   they   became   very  successful   a   few years  pgo,   and   now   there   is  a vertical 

unity which cuta wood  before striking  it   for   industriel  use.  Derived  fron these 

STBII  cutting units  have  appeared,  particularly  in economically  planned countries 

and  countries with hi*rh levels  of forestry  production such  as   the  southern United 

States,  veritable  wood conditioning mills.   In these  mills,   the   trees  are  loaded 

and   transported  full   length,  passed  by checkers who determine   the quality of the 

tree  and  automatically orientate  it to the cutting shop which generally r-s a 
1--~>  number of saw which are operated  automatically by  the electroni    brain of 

the  rr"t elaborate  machines which permits   the  cutting of  the   tre»   to  the optimuœ 

difrer'wiin according to  its  intrinsic  technical quality. 

2.4,. The  barking 

The determinatici   rp the  best  place for  the  barking can be trerted 

in a mathematieal  fashion:  »y knowing  the  cost of the  barking,  the  coat of barking 

in the  forest or  the cost of industrial  barking in regard   to  the  transportation 

expenses  in maving the  tv'Mr between the different   mints where the said barking 

will   take  place.  Studies have been done  on  this problem and   the  conclusio-3  are 

that  the  best  point   is general1-  in accordance with t he dimension of  the  ti-'er 

and  the  employed   technology. 

""• fr*.0**.0" i,8_rki.r?:  the simplest machines which were destined, in the 

begir*-   ng  to barking, were  large barkir'  i rums   in which the   logs destined   for  the 

nill, in particular were  introduced  and   the   lo^a r?ll  on each other during a 

r«rt»in  number of rotations which depended  on t'» • '^mantary dimension of each 

piece  of wood.  This   technique  seems   to have  been sbandonre?   to  the more pro- 

fi table  scrapers. 

-> Scrape barking  : scrapers  are   those machines which turn around  the 

tree while  it  la perpendicularly penetrated  in relstion  to   the plane on which 

the  tool  la placed. These machi res actually reached a great  level of perfection 

and are certainly, on the world market,  the machines which give  the best results 

for the  lowest rost price. They permit,   in particular, selectioning in the sorting 

centers, aa was said above, and can be adaptad to each timber'a dimensions 

according to  the number of blades,  the  apeed of the  passing of the  logs 

and   therefore work in optimum effclency conditions. 

•+ Q!nSr_ai?d.«l"_ « Another friction machina  i«   the  friction head..irhile  tha 
lo*» ¿«-airiM a spiral •OTement  under  these heads   . But  the majority of 
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this   type  of  machine  has beorí discontinued and  replace!   by  blade  hoals    which 

in fact io  a  very hágh quality  barking, but they have   the diaadvantage,  in com- 

parison  to   their  predecessor,  of comsuming part  of  the  wood,  which can reach 

three  or   four  and   even five   percent. 

2.^.    Combined  Machines   : 

Role:  The  comparitivi   study  of t hp  different   phases  rr   ""o    -;ng 

has  quickly   shown   that   if sow»   among  them can be  better  done   by  hand,  others,   to 

*h»   contrary,  were   very  alow,  denarii rig a  preat   part   of   the   manpower  and  were 

relatively  difficult   to  necanize.   If  we  examine   the   totality   of   the   Dhcs^s  con- 

con    i   with   the   harve:-, tirw of   ti-nher,  we  cm rapidly   rote   that   limbing,   for  example, 

is   an operation which requires   up   to  J0% of  the   total   harvesting tine  and   seems 

very  difficult   to  mechanize.   When  barking  is  necessary,   it   ia  equally  well-known 

that,  barking   is  a   fastidious   pnd   burdensome  operation,   because   the  effciercy  of 

the worker  with  the  barker   is   low   and  mechanization  in   the   f >r<=>st, despite  nuirerous 

attempts,  quickly  seema  irrational.   The  efforts   of   the   searchers   firstly  spanned 

th"   mechanization of  a   like   barking operation.   It   is   thus   that   the   first combina- 

tion machines   that effectively   functioned  were   the   limber-VuncfcT.  These   two 

o¡er. tions   represented  up   to   f>Ot  of   the   timber  work-up   time  where  as   felling never 

represents   more   than S't of   this   time,   the  r°st   being handling,   regrouping, 

transporting,  etc. 

—>   Limber-buncher:  We   saw above   that   the  most   important  harvesting 

phase   ia   the   limbing.  The  constructors   and   the     »»•search   institutes   also tried 

in  the   beginning  to  mechanize   this   operation,  which   in   the   planting of conifers 

WH3 rather   simple   to  resolve.  We   site  notably   the  ''Arbomatik"  machine  and   the 

Swedish   "Sund"   machine.   But   the   veritable  operational   machines  were   the  Swedish 

"Log-na"   and   the  Finnish "Pika" .   These  last  two  machines   took   the  trees   that 

were manually   felled  and  passed them through a metal  belt where cutting tools 

limbed   them by   a  hyr^ulique   jack  system    which  forced   the   trees   through the machine. 

—P Feller-limbera :   The following phase was   to   try   to  mechanize   the 

the felling and   to attach  to the  machine  a  limber  similar   to   the  ones developed 

on preceedinff machines. The   first  feller-limber vas  the   "Be lo it-harvester" 

developed   fifteen years ago   in th"   United  States and   Canada.   But  this machine 

was monaterous and  very costly.  Other constructors  put out other machines   in 

the  following yeara such as  "Beloit"  which had   ->   hydraulic   prunner  in the   front 

and a  limber  similar to those along the  line of  the machines  siteu above, 

that  is   to  say  simple blades  which enclosed  the   tree while   it was iMsp.eced  by 

• hydraulic   Jack system.  These  diverse  cort'".,*or3  put   these  »achines on the 

mark^i;  -•  si**   "Timberja:k" ,  "Cemet",  "Woet",  •••..liowever  cthor    onstructors 

pr?fp;r->d   to  utilize  a erarla  equipped with a h;i:i.:.o   prunner  and  a head   that 

did   the   limbing   itself with whuels   equipped  with ëtudj:   'h»   *ue   passed   horozou- 
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tally   into  the   head   and   the   branches  are   therefore   cut   off  but   thi3   ¡ñachi»1«   in 

-«-.-.«pi'••   r.nf  g  barker.  The  principle constructor  Í3   the American  firm Lrott 

which  has  actually  gold  e  large   number of  this   type  cf equipment,  and   in Europe, 

•h»r'>   19   the  well-known constructor   Poclein. 

-• S tamper-feller :  We   ran compera   these  modern evolutionary   technics 

to   the  experimenta   that were   recently   conducted   in  Finland   in particular   into 

trn   recuperation of   the  stocks   of   the   trees   in order   to  augment   in   the   proportion 

of   10   to   l^.t  *.h«   linepr   production of  the   forest  plantings,   end  at   the   s^me   time 

leave   the  soil   more  able   to   reafforest. 

?.6.   The Forestry       tractor: 

>°.á»1   Technical description of the diverse   types  of   tractors 

•»   a)    Four driving-wheel       tractor: 

The classic   tractor which waa  used   in the  forest  for 

numerous years was   the  tractor with four equal diameter driving wheels  «hich »ere 

often even of equal drive which   permitted  the vehicle   to have  a very  short braking 

rar/rej and   to be able once   it waa  caught  in a rut   to easily get out   thanks   to  the 

coTibined action of  the  front  and   back wheels. 

b) Articulated_steering tractor: 

The  advantage  of thia device   is   that  it permits a relatively 

lory.; engine   to have  a  very short braking range. Also,   if  it  falls   into a  pothole 

by   a  forward  and  backward  movement called a "duckwalk"   it can easily get  its  two 

front wheels out of  the  hole  and   refind a sufficient enough adherance   to 

permit   the  vehicle   to get out of   the  bad situation.   The  articulated  steering 

tractors were  not developed   very   long ago for public  works  constructions  and 

equally appeared   in agriculture a while ago.  It literally conquered   the entire 

forestry market where   it took   the  place of four driving-whealed   tractors   in 

addition to a great  number of crawlers. The articulated  steering tractors  are 

Ä*?nerally equipped  with a rear winch and a  forward   leveling blade.  The  vehicle 

own be   loaded  with   the help of a hydraulic crane called  a  forwarder, commonly used 

now   for  loading cut wood  and  even small  logB,  In the  Scandinavian and  North 

American forests   this engine  has  been substituted   for  all  other  types of  forestrial 

transport equipment, 

¿\   Rigid crawler  tractor: 

The crawler waa  traditionally used  for many years  in 

tropical or virgin forests where  it was nscsssary to make roadways  in the mass 

in order  to tkae out  the exploitable  products. These  tractors were generally 

equipped with a powerful rear winch and diverse forward  accessories such as a 

bulldozer blade. 

d)   Flexible  crawler tractor: 

The  inconvenience of what we call  the classic rigid 

crawler  is  that when it aoves about  the forest  the  -notor element« are not flexible 
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enough   to  by-pass   the   obstacles   it  encounters.  That   is^iihy  a  certain  number  of 

specialized  constructora ¿thought   it  preferable   to  use       flexible   forestrial 

crawlers,   that  is   to  say   those  which roll  on oscillating  tracks which permit   it 

to   liWplly  eat  up  any  encountered   obstecle.   These   tre ".era  were  developed   ebovc 

pll   in ïi'.saia  and   Canada. 

e)  Articulated   steerirg crawlers : 

We   have   witnessed   the  appearance   in  the   past  few years  of  engines 

which hav^   ••"•>  adveníais  of both   the articulated  steering tractor  and  the  crawler, 

this  especially   in oil excavation  in Northern Canada,  Th^s" devices   aro  useful   in 

forest   terrains which have  a   particularly  low holding Dower such a3  Trshy  zor.?: 

cr   those        which  are   inomlated  a great nert of  *he  year, 

2.6^2.Accessories med   In  *ha   forpst   : 
a) ]P£P\j& B.8!^   !   *^e  unloading pens  are  an accessory whi^h was  util- 

ized  quite commonly   long age  in mountainous regséns.  They have unfortunately 

tended   to disappear. 

b) Logging arches. :   the  logging arch is formed  of two wheels 

and  • sort of crane  arm mounted   on  the wheels which  is hooked  onto  the rear of 

generally a crawler  tractor.  This accessory was utilized  for many years  to 

execute    lowinK       by  lifting  the  end of the  loga   , avoiding in this way dragging 

the-n on the ground  and  demageing them. The effort of the   tractor was reduced 

thanks  to  this device from  30  to k0% in raletion to  tlie direct dragging on the 

ground. 

cj Two wheeled   loading device:  is another wheeled  forestrial  accessory 

which  is utilized  behind  relatively light  tractors  in order   to transport heavy 

Ioga  in particular cutting timber.  The log is  lifted off the ground and because 

of this  the slidding traction effort is replaced by a rolling effort,  that  is  to 

say divided  by 20 or   10.0"- F*«"«*» ; TnV«c.b*C¿*) 
di Trailer with power drive:   in order  to  transport cut up  timber,  farm 

trailers were used  during many years and   it is only in the past few years  that 

we have witnessed  the  appearance  of specifically  forestrial  power drive   trailers. 

They were equipped  with a  crane,  usually hydraulic,  permitting the   loading of 

the  trailer and generally  the wheels of the  trailer were rendered  power driven 

to facilitate movement  in particularly difficult areas.  It was these  trailers 

•quipped with cranes and  power drive that were the originals of t he first 

"Forwarders" where we replaced  the farm tractor with motor elementa situated at 

the  front by a general farm tractor equipped aimply with two wheels and reunited 

to the  trailer by a system of Jack  articulator. The  first engine constructed 

in this manner was  the  Swedish "Brunet" and "Robur"   , soon followed by the Canadian 

"Treever".  Presently,  the  frenen firm Cemet produces   this  type of device derived 

from farm tractors. 

s) afforestatlon_ material :   the use  of a farm tractor  in  the  forest 

is   • r> : simply  limited   to harvesting.  It  can als?  serve  usefully   to   prepare   the 
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BO il  before afforestation or  to  maintain afforested  zones. 

f) Public works  materiel/  we  previously sited   the  ground  breaking 

and   leveling devices which are  utilized   in the   forest generally on the  crawler 

engines  and  which permit  the opening of roadways  and  maintainence of  them, oper- 
ai 

ations wich are generally necessary as we  have  said   several   times  for harvesting i 

in  virgin   forests  or  unpenetrated   forests. 

? ^.7 •  'The w i ne h   :  winches  are  used   in the   forest aa »e  have  seer  princi- 

pally on  the  hack of  loading tractors and   sometimes  on the front »hen  the  winch 

ansumes   the   role  of emergency  repair,  actually  an autohauling winch  on  the   front 

of a   tractor would permit   it,   if   it were bogged down  in the   forest,   to be  able 

to  extract   itself under all  circomatances.   It  is   this   technique which was  used 

in  particular by   the American military vehicles during World   War   II. 

Besides   the  utilization of winches on tractors,  they  also serve 

to encite  cebleways of either one  or  two cylinders,  these engines permit the 

transportation of loads   to sometimes  considerable distances. 

2»,P. Handling engines   in the   forest   :   The handling of amali   timber 

particularlly  in the   forest has  made  considerable  progress during the  past ten 

years and   we have  literally substituted   the  loading worker by   total  mechariza- 

tion, by  the  use  of cranes and   in  particular hydraulic cranes  mounted directly 

on the  loading engine. We  madejfefarence   to  these engines when we described 

tractors  and  their  tra i lei r. 

2.8.1.Forwarders   :  we described  ahove, when we  spoke of 

articulated  and   farm trailors,  the  device  ctlled  the  forwarder, which is   in 

fact an auto motor engine  carrying a crane which permits self-loading and  un- 

loading.   It   is  important  to  point out  that crane  unloading is  often used  because 

it   permits   the  foreman to  preselect  the   timber. 

2.Ö.2. Conveyor  Belts   :   instead  of using cranes, we have de*- 

veloped,   in  the   last few years,  small   cor.v9yor belts which are  directly mounted 

on   the   trailers and  permit   the workers,  when we  are handling  timber of small 

di.uensiona  such aa wood destined   for charcos ling or  for  paper or board   industry,  to gather 

at ground   level   the heaps of wood   that  the workers  can directly  throw on  the 

conveyor  helti. 

P.ff.^ Hydraulic   lifter and winch devices:  for  many years,   the 

most common engine used for  loading the  trucks was  the cable  lifter. 

2.9. Transport  trucks   : < 

2.9*1   Description of  the different types of existing trucks   : 

We distinguish  the different models of  trucks by their  number 

of wheels  or  the  number of axels.The   nultiplication of the carrying axels  permits 

the  d iminuitation-of the  uni*ary   prt-jnure  oath:;  ground and consequently  to augment 

the   lead which can be  transported. 

2. y;2. Differ« -.•   i        M  of  logging  trailers«   tr»   loaging traile1.- 
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is a   typ«  of trailer which ia behind   the route  trailer  inthe  transport  of  full 

length  logs.   It  is  a special engine  equipped with one or  two axels  which can be 

put empty on the  tractor  itself. 

2.9.3   Braking and slowing down:  it goes without saying that   the   braking 

of wood   transport vehicles ought   to be  very firm. We will call  our  attf^ion now 

to  slowing down because when a  loaded  vehicle  must descend   long slopes,   the  normal 

iron brakes will  heat up and   loose, with  this heating,  their braking power.   It   is 

th^rfore   necessAry   in this  CMS   that  the  vehiol« be equipped with an emergency 

brake   neiir  the  gearbox. 

3.   Téléphériques: 

We claaa the different utilization techniques of the  cables depending 

on the  very complex methods described  below: 

3.1.   Lost log cables : consist of a cable which is f*~.i-~ Mtween two 

unlevel  points such that one  ia on a cliff and one  in a valley.  The  ]nr>i  of 

wood  which ia  limited  to about 10 kilos  ia fixed  to th» rope by a wooden ro«> 

-¡lipped directly  to the billhook. When the load  arrives at the basa  öf the  «allay, 

the  hook  Jumps and  is broken by a aort of olive attached  to the  same  cable and 

the   load  ia automatically unhook«Í. 

3«2.   Continuous  Cablea   :   ire made up of one unique cable  circulating 

on pullies which support it and  the  loada are hooked,   in thia caae, directly  to 

the cable wMch playa  the role of both the carrying ca'l? and  the   tractor cable. 

Thia  typr of cp.ble  la generally only uaed  for unitary and relatively Tîak loads, 

such as unitary logs or small fagots. 

3.3. Co-and-back oabl-»   :  consists of two parallel cables on which 

circulates  two cabin hooks Joined by a cord passing on a high pulley and, an 

order  to pvoid  alternative movements, on another low pulley. Thia  is  the system 

currently used  for people  to ascend   mountains,with a large cabin capacity. Thia 

typs of device  ia relatively little used    *t this  time  in the forest because  it 

cslls  for a relatively great installation and  it Wv a very limited  output. 

3.4.Tre .cable: derived  froir  +v« preceeding cablewaya,  it  is  a 

very common forest model  in southern Europe,  in particular, called   the   tre - 

eableear.  It is made up two carrying cablea, one  principle oneof a 20 to  25 mm. 

section and one auxiliary one having a 12 to 16 mm. section;  these  cables are 

mounted as  those of industrial téléphériques on poles or supports generally made 

ef wood and are made up of a certain number of ears spaced a calculated distance 

apart according to the longest spsn of the cable. The cara ara rejoined below 

on a veritable braking ground generally aituated at the higheat ststion. These 

csblee work in s discontinued fashion and are above all designed   for the descent 

of lo««  in rough terrain ragiona. 

3.5«Cable cranes/ Blondin: exist under numerous  forms..  The  simplest 

was  the one developed by Wysaen in Switzerland which cu!"'i of a  ample  car 

circulating on a  sl?nt and  held   in pi»-»  by  • cord  woind   sro .M'  a  *•.-.,>   «t  th-i 
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v . •'  V3t   station,    ih-in  ^n°      'its   th°   ^ ^k   to   lesemi   t   i   car,   it     n?-"!     •ily 

atop   it,   rapl--->   it   In   V  >   invert   lov^-nt   .TO   th.it.   it   iutom.it io il ly  blockr, 

it -.-If  rn   th*   principle   -\ible.   It  unhooks   -•> t   the   3arae   ti-.'  i   ji -,   —*- i. -h 

frees   the  vinl-   -ij   it,   if  th^re   is   sufficiint  counter..-îi & t,   can dene TI i 

to  ground   level   vher?   another  'oíd   can  h?   himir,-,.l.   The   r\o:~.'.in,   on   the     trvr 

hind,   in i.^d      tp  of   il î   uni yif  nrryin;  cable  and   one   simple  CT   ig  dis- 

pliced   .in   th •   chi«    ;hi"h   is  set   i .iti   notion  by  r   coni   "hi^h   ^S.TM   h.-   th*  <~ir, 

d »sen ï-  by  i   -ul 1 ey-block  system   to   thj   hook  md   rem o un ta  to   the  CT  "id 

jo"i   on   th ï   return   ;ull«»y  to  the  ctMr extremity   of  the   cible.   This   viy   Mis 

fir   :an  be   dinpl°ced   ill   ilon^   the   carrying  oíble   and   it   cp.n   therefor1 

*v»ntually  be  nounted   horizontilly.   The  ascent   - nd   d >sc.Tit  of   thj   hooV-   11   1n--> 

by   •    blockige   car   .vhich   is more  or  leas   ingenious.   Th. î  rmst  primitive 

method   "insists   of  !" ivin-^  i   second   cibi»   -vhich   displacen   the   car  -Tid   ''   T.'forî 

per-aits   its  mobil iz-1 ion  to  any  point  on   the  carrying cable,   «herían 

the   second   cord   peni'.a   the  execution   of  the   ascent   md   descent   of   th *   cr-ne 

vook.   Fin illy,    :erL.:.ir.   " M.-: truc tora   h' ve   tri""'   puttin;  a   tel e " onn -nded 

->l°ctric  or  combustion motor  in  the   car  itself --ermitting  the  ascent   or 

descent  of a  load   from anywhere  alonç  *'- ?   rout"   of  th?   carrying c-, r. 

3.6. Cables   which  'is billons:   in   r >u./h   ternin  regions    -h'^h   h  ve 

a  c-invx  profile,   such as  old mountains   (Black  Forest,   Vosges,   et.),   the 

i3e  of  t'""1.-»phsri iue".   is   rendered difficult   because   th=?y  always   rive   i  concave 

form.   Also,   certain   researchers    have   tried   for  some  time  to uae   th.3  ascent 

force   of  the   ballon-   to  "ormit   th?   han^lin^ of   the  above  ground   load   and   from 

this   f?ict   permit   the   transportât! m  ovr  long distances   -"hitever b3   the 

profile   of  ty >   t-rriin.   Thsse natericle  '-ere   especially devflopod   in   the 

United   States   and  a   little  in  Russia,   but   do not   seem  to have   passed   the 

experimental   atnge. 

3.7. Helicopters  »  we  can aleo attach to  timber harvjstlng  che 

contrivance  which  e inaiata of using hélicoptère  to load  th9  timber,   ex- 

pert?'! Tits   «ere  done   quite a   few yeara  a£f    ~>n t^-i   uae  of  inginas   of gr at 

ic^er.tlonal   power.   Actually,   cirtiin  lilltiry  d   vices  can caryy   loada  rf 

up   to   forty   tona,    ..ib   is   largely   ..ufficient   for   lifting  the   lark'"it   treea 
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in   th-   forest. 

^^^Other    iidca  of  tran 3^0rt: 

4.1.    Floating   :   The   floating  of vood   is  a   technique   vhich   13  still   i;  M 

in   th-i   Morthern   "   lisphere.   In   f-ct   in   •.:-^     him   r<—lon.a,   Vie   tr nsnort 

of   .• 1 ..i   by   fbr'iv;   ir   traditi maUy   on*    )f   t)      old   =¡t  methyl   vhi-'-    .-xi-tj, 

••••!   ut«   in  fTirwy,   for »xara-l»,   tha   floating  association   vhose begin.Unfa 

d->te   hac'<   tò   tl- •   Xlt   c-nt'iry.   Th-   traditional  nuthn»   1-   rill»1   »h-   loot   1• 

n-thwj;   th-it   i-   to   ny   th.it    living   the   "intir   th«   ti-v--   is   -tir'-    '   Outo 

the   io-   of   th >   ! ik.      r.i  when   th?   ic-3   is   broken   up   lat-r   ,••- 1   lets   th'    lo;s 

•   ntirri-î   d v.vn   the   river,   they   ire   oollect?d   it   its   -ninth   v/here   th-   tr-ni- 

formiti >n   ind'iitry   is   usually    dtiv   t1.   It   in   this   very    vay   thit   in  C-mla 

ini   il30   quite   often   in   th-?   Scandinavian   countries,   the   f.  r-?itry     fr  neblíes 

<-orr»-,:ond   to   th-   river bi33in   md   tha   totility   of   th*   timber  of   the   bn; ;in 

cm  b-    Ih^t^iJ   by  nitunl   gravity   to   t> 3   pa-emill   or   sawmill   in  the 

valley   below,    "h-n   t' ir-     r-  miry   important   rivers   in'   Mssir.s   and     hen 

i-ver   1   core?   into   th-   r.-rr-   b.aa; in,    vhi^h   13   f- v.u   ntlv   the   oa3e   in   scan- 

dinavi-".,   a   small   ~i?tallic   planne   or   .1 i^nia   p-nr.i *•-,   the   wood   sortera   to 

orient- ti  the   timber   trirln   en~h   utilizati m   z   otor.   This   operation   is 

no-    -, ìmplifi^d  by  v  ritable  sort:n?  canters  of which  certain on ?3   in   Rumia 

ar"   -'""trini-:    .,--)   qursi-automatic   and which   permit   the   classification   cf 

tinber   not   on1/  by   origin  but   liso  by    y.ality   and   utilization. 

/1,2#   '.Vat' r   trinsnoi-t   :    'at   r   transport  roust   not   b9   confuse!   vith   float- 

ing.   It   consist.:   of  tran- -orti ig  timber on   li('ht  birles   in  crnals  which 

ire made   for  the   transport  of   mdmtrial  nat ?ri"l 1. 

4.3.    Railway   «   privat?   trar';3   for the   transport   of  timber   vere   vary 

fr'iuent   in   the  XIX  century  and   the  beçinnini'   ^f  the   XX  <~antupy,   ° serially 

in  developing  countries   -hare  a   railway  tri:'-; jenerrlly  cost",  leaf   thin   a   road 

and  permits   the   exit  of ßr«it   tonnage   of -^ood  with  excessively r>dl,i_r? 

tjrnin   2inditi ~:\:. 

t5< MathMof  calculating th°   ""it   nri""   of  forest   Jobs 

'"). 1.   ^'.Ic'il at in/  *'      "it  T   '-    - *•'   /or'-'  -••'ri-'l : 

In   il1    "jit   •rif->   calcul >t i-ns,      ?   r?n   c-nii'-r   'hr°? 

ty->;    -f     T--IM,»"!   fir-I    \ iti,      1    !'•.-   ic'.:     •   I.   11   aer"-    *-•     -.,... 
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proportional   -;O;JCT!   vhlch ars   proportional  to   th?   • >rk  of   the -nachin--  ?nd 

cor.T» ju-sntly   to   the  h  urly  productions   conti  that   T?   <»enir',.lly  relative 

tn   thi   jivn  errt?r;rire   and   vhi~'i  v T"  -ccordin^  to   the   vor1'  Tfi-v. v^tiin 

rr.-l   the   state  of develop. •-.f.  of  the   ocintry •••her'5   the   lnp-ir.»  i^  t'kin^ ^l^c^. 

5.1.1.   FiT.-d   costr   ; * 

-* l. Depreci-^ti 'n or ?mortizer int of j^-\t ^rial : Year aft:r , 

yv-r T m-:v«r.'  ill loo-,; its valu«. It is theríforo fitting, vhsn it ba- 

rones unusT.bl-, th-t th- o.Mier rcfind t'. or.pit-1 fv-\  tu > fir/, 'r.y to 

rilase the mat?rial which has become deficient. Tt is Tiro fitting to 

Iflten'r» iuririf what period of time to ridee-a th ; "-..-ic'iin-•. Thin -^tim-'tion 

Í3 v-iry important becauae the hourly cost prie? of the m^'-ire depsni'i 

^n-itly en the number of Tnually used hours. Tb.3 nunb?r of .or?.played hour- 

of the machine ia proportional to itr; productivity and its o.onditimn of 

use. Usually, thia ^eriod is detoivined by the moment -.vhen th? nj'.ir co-;tc 

becom? ^r?r.ter than the return costs. The simplest method ia to consider 

tK ^ - porti^pment dir?ctly proportional to th"» time, vhich ia called the 

linear method. The opposita -aothoc" la .1 *.:n rational ini vhioh oonaiat" 

of taking each year the actual value of the used materi 1 on thi mark-it, 

~ivin<j un •> curve which moven nt ntrinply to the right becaus? it is an 

iTceptianal ty^e. In the calculation of cost prices, it is pnf:rabl? ti 

tv<e the hour as the unity and ì  will therefore hrve the smortizement, which 

will be calculated by the buying value less the eventual used material valua 

divid?d by the total number of hours during which the machine is amortized. 

It is fitting to remember that for certain machines, such 

as era vier tractors in particular, it is iirortant, if vi v.ant to ase the 

problem more closely, to amortize separateli the crawlar tracks ^ad the 

tractor itself1 the tracks being used up more quickly then the tractor. 

The same goes for the tires of great dimension which aro actually used on 

public works enginan. It Is advisable to note that , in the amortizement 

of ma hines, it is necessary to take into account in all oases the age of 

tv.? said machine, because even if it Is used very little *nd th? re fore has 

a li-;it?d amployed -ta* hour, it is necesa^ry t" t  ke into consideration 

*' nt, -t   •*•» 'm' of -. "ertain number of yean, this machine may have 



totally   lost   its   intrincic  value,   in  fjpit?   of  th >   little  work  it  has   dor-. 

-• ?.   0n9  of   the  other factor which   it   is  advisable   to   in- 

corporate  in   the  fixed  costs  ire   the  capital _intere3ts  necessary  to buy   a 

-aching   which nomally  ought  to  b3  c-lcul-ted   in   the   nm-inin*- v.lu»   of 

thr   capit-1   pro^r'naively   in  accordance   vi th   the   -morti-íe^-nt   of   the   ma   hine. 

After-arda   th-   innr^ncea,   taxes,   parage  coats,   etc.   must  bo  incorporated. 

5.1.2   Proportional   conte.   :   Tv —->   c^ts   oonr-i-t   of   thj  maintenance   and 

f'inr- ti..nint;  "ontn.    '/hen   .ve   3pea':   rf  vehiolea,   the   maintenance   cost   of   t'-. • 

rolling   tracks   car.   h;   t ik-?n   v*-"1 r" tely  fron   that   of   the   vjl.ifl".   Th?   -n<-< intan- 

ane!   font   of   th     vehi'-l?   itself  .-re   thoa?   that   we   kno*   -va] 1   ;n   automobile 

materials:   repair of mechanical   parts,   brakes,   clutch,   etc.   These  repairs 

re   of  equally   important  proportion  to  th:  machines:   the   téléphériques, 

ti     1 vding machines,   etc. 

Other maintenance   costs   are  those  of  accessories which are  attached 

for  exr.mpl3   to   the   tractor.   If on  one  hand we must   proportionally amortize 

the   functioning of   tue   tractor  itself,   »°  must   also   vrite  a section  for   the 

cables,   loading  archea,   etc.jthat   is   to   nay   all   the   ->ccessori9.a   that  work 

on   the   tractor. 

">• 1 ."3   Funct ional   Costs : 

—» 1.   The jen_sr<?v dispensed  by  a machine   for  its  functioning: 

this   9n»rT   can  either be   in motor  fuel   or  in  electric  kilovatts,   in   the   case 

of machines  drivrn  by  electric motors.   In  order  to   calculate  the  consumption 

of motor fuel   of a   trictnr  fer ex-nplî,   ••• >   (">n  u-a   a   theoretic motor  curve, 

uich  givj."  a motor   fuel   consumption curve.   But  vie  must   remember that   with 

consumption   in  g/CVh.   ne must  take minoration  coefficient  nf 40  to  7S^, 

accord in: tr>   the actual  efficiency -with 'vhich  the    ?n<Tine   pnf-rmü.   In 

accessories  for  fuel  motors,   are  cannot  forget   the   lubricants,  grease,    'li 

the   commonly  used materials  whi~h  are  often  proportional   costa  te.   :,lii,"3   of  the 

fuel   -no torn   themselves.   Th"   proportion   io   -.beut   20^  and   sonetir.,ea   descends 

to   4   or  5/"  t "   tool   machines. 

—•   2.   Sr 1-ries ¡   th«   s ! a arie"   ' i-e   Mi.uje   of  th?   »orker v-h-> 

drivi!   th-j   dn.-r.ne  but   -»Ino   of   tl •    nu.olarv   n.<»   / L .   >      -uch   an   the   ífpir,   t '¡e 

• ' r      i •     ' -.or'--    i . '. 1 y   a->¡' - - i r   • • ' u   t r, i   r":     • '    r>. 1 r •   ' •. '    •'    i   " •> ' r. - 
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t-r. \r.c*   of t.h, giv.¡n rnichine. It go-^s without s-yin* that there is a r>pair 

3hr' ~nd that thla sh°P eventually actually does repairs, thia ou;ht to be 

îndluded in the" calculations. 

c»_2. Une of coñt prices 

Theoretic det minati n of th° bo«?t mod? of work: 

Vhenever »; --ut into equation form thi cost price of each phase 

of th-i leering operation thit N->   re-li-.e. It is possigli to ~r.---r.-> th-'m by 

a rçr-'phlc or alerai- —thod. In f-ct, the majority of the cost prices 

-r' ^°n "l3 a first de^r-e ?--.uation. This vay we can ^ive  an accounting to . 

th" origins of tie fixed costs and - proportional part which ,re tin proportion- 

al costs on which the ?ngul^r on?fficiant varies acoordin¿: to thsir reiativ» 

importance to the given production. In --n-rfl we --xpress th~ -or*,   pri"" 

"ooording to the production in m  , according to the parameter. , whatever 

be the loading distance», the thickness of the tirrber, etc. and rccordinglv 

the costs are presented in the form of a ri^ht which -e can put into a 

graihic srt-n of reference. In comparing a certain n nher of work methods 

for a given logging operation, we Te going to iiccovr tl"-t ~r.« meth~-! i~ 

bant freni a certain point on and another method becomes more economical 

from a different point on; and we will find ourselves enclosed 1y     a certain 

nunb°r of curves which finish by encircling the problem, and we can find th> 

->rtifn-»l conditions possible to organize ?. losing operati -n in order ta 

- t th* bint economic results. Such a .-study en, of dourse, actually  be 

done by computers to which it is necessary to give linear components of 

each given case. In this fashion we can determine the beat theoretic method 

of work syiton in n given case. 

This analyse can, for example, determine th? implantation of a 

network of ro»ds or a téléphérique system in a forint nass -nd permits in 

particular the determination in advance of what will be the inconveniences 

and advantages of the two forseen méthode from the viewpoint of simply 

productivity. It is fitting to rsnember, meanwhile, that it la necessary 

to always keep In mind the social problems th»t can bi presented by the 

uae of nechanicel materiale. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

\ 

The  choice  of material   and  of  harvesting methods   to be  used   for 

logging operations  can b;   determined   as  we  have   just   seen by  calculation 

dnne   with the  help  of computen.   H'it   this   •'.dvanc-jd  T^thod  ought  to  be   pre- 

pared and  analysed   by  techniciens   Til   ^n^ineers who  ought   to  have   th? 

necessary knowledge   in order to h«   ">bl(i   to   nropoa"   thr   b?r;t. -.   thodn   •".* 

mr'iines  and     bove   ill   the   social   and   Psychologien!   conditions  of   the 

population  concerned by  these   projections. 

In  effect,   these  human   problems   Te not   incorporatale   in  the   cal- 

culations and   it   is   the  qualities   of  common  neni;   ' nd   individu?l   sensitivity 

hich  often   vili  determini  thj   success  or failure  of  the   project. 

'.Ve  hopo   that all   of you "'ho  have  taken  this   course knew how  to 

extract  the  essentials of the doctrinal  teachings which -.vere dispensed  to 

them  ->nd that  it  has  been  applied   in  such P   fashion  that   it  is a useful 

generator giving satisfaction  to   thî  greatest   possible  number of individuals. 
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1. Generalities 
1 »1,  Definition of  the   Logging 

In numerous  countries of   the world,   logging is  situated 

between  Industry and  agriculture. We don't quite know   to which  section   it 

should  be connected.   Indeed,   it   is a question of mobilizing a  vegetable  product 

and  of passsing it  from the   forest strge, essentially an agricultural   «tage, 

to  that of   industrial   transformation, which  is   the sawmill   or  chenlc«!   util- 

ization mill.   This   ambiguity  makes   th9  definition of   logging  rat'er  complex.   It 

is a question of «uccessive  operation» which range from  the   felling of   the   tree 

to  the  final   a  »p at   th*  point of  industrial  utilizetiin.  T¡ «at  operations  re- 

quire   th>»  use  of oft*n rustic  manpower, who must often  accept   to  live   in  precer- 

ioun   conditions   in   the  riddle   of  TH'isive   and   sometimes   important  wood 1 und s, 

in often  inhospitable regions  su..h us high mountain!,  und-r working conditions 

that  ressemble   those of Public Works, and  are  often  intsmitely  mixed with   them, 

particularly   in virgin forest regions.   In  this  case,   it  is often  in  fact  necessary 

to execute  the   lay-out and  realization of roadways  that  permit   the exit of  forest 

products. 

It  is  equally  frequent  in   the  vei .•  rough   terrain regions, 

that   the  loggers  hav  recourse  to cableways or   téléphériques, which requires 

very  particular knowledge. 

The  following phases  of  logging consist of   transporting a 

material which  is  relatively difficult   to handle and  of  progressing it sometimes 

over  very long distances   to   the   point of   industrial  utilization.   It   is essentially 

a question of  functions which  are   integrated with  those  of  the   transporter«. 

Finally,   at  any given place of load  rupture,  frequently   the 

good   productivity organization requires   the classification of  products with 

their  more or  less  automatic   transformation.  The  large,  modern  lumberyards  are 

also  part of   th»   logging operation. 

Whereas  only a few years   ago  the   trade  of  a  lumberjack was 

considered a difficult,  and   particularly  pitiful  one,   for some   time  now  an  in- 

cessant revolution  towards   the  complete  macanization of forestry  operations  has 

made   it so  that   there   is  little  by  little a mutation  towards   the  utilization of 

more and more  specialized manpower and consequently  towards  a more and  more 

elevated standard of  living.  This  consideration is an  important one,  oecause   in 

a  trade  that was considered  outcast just a few decades  ago,   the  logging trade 

and   the   logger have  become  more  and more  attractive  to  the yoi nger generations. 

1. 2.  The different phases of logging 

Definition: We call  a phase any operation which consists 

ef executing a Job without  the  need of changing tools;  for example,   the  felling 
of a  tree encompasses a first phase:  the  actual  Job a  felling  is  lone  in using 



a  power  saw and  once   the   tree   ia   felled,   the   operation of  limbing,  requiring  the 

use  of  another generally  manual   tool   or  lighter power  3aw,   is considered  a 

different   phase   from   the   first  one.   Bunching   the  wood   is   the   third   phase  and 

skid i i ng   is   the   fourth.   Thest-ci""    of   the   wood   and   the   bunching of   timber   in 

order   to  execute   this   opération   ia   an  auxilliary   phase.  After   the   skidding,   the 

t. i-ober   ia   stacked  along   the   roadside:   this   is   a  null   phao".   It   ia   the   stopping 

point   in   the  forestry  operation.«?;   on   the  other   hand,   the   loading  of   the   logs 

into   th»   trucks   is   considered   a   phase   and   afterwards   the   transport  of   the   logs 

another   phase;   the  u-loadirig at   the  arrival   point   is  often  the   final   phase  unless 

there   is   to  be  re transportât ion  by   another  mode  such as  railway  or  barge. 
1 »3. Operational  analyse  of  the   time d istr i but ion 

The  different   phases,   as   they  have   just  teen described   above, 

»ere   the   objects,  by  many  specinlized   institutions,   of  systematic   studies  of 

their  respective   tirs. Without going  into detail  on  these  studies, we  can retain 

tr.it   the   felling operation generally  only rapresenta  a small  percentage  of the 

total   logging  time, whereas   the  burning,  for exa~r  », of  the  small   Hubs  and 

branches,  can represent  up  to   \^t of   »his   total   time. 

To  this analyse,   it  is   fitting  to apply a cost coefficient 

*hich depends on  the  material  used  during each given phes-.  For example,   the  classic 

felling operation with a  power saw  costs   the  salary  of  the worker who executes 

the   job  plus   the  reasonable amortization of  the  rcachine  and   its  hourly  utilization 

cost,   that   is   its hourly consumption of  fuel   oil and   the  cost of required  repairs 

per  hourly use. 

VThen we  speak  of   the  skidding operation,   the   unitary  cost  per 

work hour   is evidently  nuch higher,  because   in addition to  the  salary  of  the 

driver and   possibly his  assistant,   it   ia advisabl-   to  take   into account   the amor- 

tization of  the skidder  plus   its  functioning cost, which  of course  can be  up  to 

10 or  20  times  the cost of  the driver'.-,  salary. 

In  taking each  phase,  by multipljin  the   time  spent  for a 

given operation by   the  hourly cost  of each   technical   process used, we  can determine 

the   total  cost of  the  operation from  the   forest  to  the  mill. And   a comparison 

of  the different phases  can be done  by  linear  programming or better yet by computer. 

The conclusion«  of such an analyse permit  the  projector  to 

detarmine  the beat method to employ  in order  to exploit a given forest.  But,  in 

addition to these  theoretic calculations,  it  ia fitting to take  into conaideration 

the restraints which encompass  the  problem of logging and »re generally resulting 

front the   technology used  for  the proposed  Job, 

1fcü. Défini ton of restraints 

Thsre are  four   typea of reatrainta: physical, silvicul- 

tural  end  economic and  it la advisable   to not neglect  the  psychological aspect. 
AÌTha  ohysical_ conditions : 



'.41     '¡"he phy.,ic.\i   conditions 

1 y   The  general   lay-out    )f   fhi   relien: 

a. ^Mounta i os *    In rnountar-eous   regions,   the   slope  of   the   terrain 

'.3   the   d terminine  factor   for   the  choice   of  materials   to  be   used.   For   slopes   under 

about   2^-25$,   it   is   not  reasonable   to   utilize  autopropulsing  véhicules   which 

circulate   on   thp   ground f   crawlers   CíIII  work  on   10 and   even  35^  slopes.Wheel  skidders 

sh >ul1   generally   not  be   us»1   for   slopes   above   ?n%  tn oder   not   to  risk   th-   rupture 

of  stahility.   l:\   the   case   wh«re   m<>   have   to  work  on greater   tlnpea,   v     y    ili 

naturally   resort   to   the   utilization  of   cabin   syste-ns   or    t^ln.^oi i ¡   •>.<,   nt>r'.ín' 

a   bit   v v    ha ;       r   i   ">r   h^1 lonttcr'i,    In    the   cas*     ,«i "r -   »o     ,:•'   p i '  . i,  t < •     \ •• h i cil»s 

the   il'.|f   !-- .   • , •• ,•    •<    M'o   vehici- v\-   • » *   'TI:':«''    -  o '"   ita   >• n te r 

Of   ¿ ,    ! r        '  : we '-   ' -)'l : ' ';H     ! r      >ik •    f Í "    v"h. i o 1 •    '  . • • h    t h"   s ! o pe   will 

öfter        •    a    ¡e *.•>-•• .:,.    *•   cfit    rii    •>•       ^e    -l   >;•>      ;    m'   *"!/i:/ .    i'       H    :   i   f.. :i> 

d r<¡ pr.i -t 1*   ir    a   r- •lf-r-    '    -    1 < r.   •   •.•'   ..       v -h-     -.-f-t.,    » i ih -        -fir^o   be   r'l»   r.o 

•'iT.b   »h«.   ilopen   in   th"   best    . p.«>»d  and   ad'ieranoe    -ondition; ,*•    wo.!-    nfl^ural!./ 

•'v   to   use  gravity   for  skidding   th"   loads  and   as  ot :.en  as   poai-ibl»   we   »null   try 

•o     rvuni   H   the  yards   in  nu-h   A   fashion   *hflt   the  erf I refi   move   in* he   d i r ^ - -11   n 

of   ' h-   c'ope   rather   then  climb   then.   However,   it   is   fitting   to  observe   that   -r 

»Í-    -y  if   of   utilization  of   CH'II"   systems,   or   in  par t 1 eu ' ' r   cable   crania,   it   is 

ensi»r   to  work   in  «scrdir^   »h»   load.   ••ifr-T   than   ' ry 1 1 r.   to   i«scend    then,   boceu3e 

in   th«   cois»  of   pulling  th»   logs   toward j   tí-   'o| ,   »•-     hf,ve   n   tendane   of   ,,eii/ 

pullei   fro-,   trie   soil,   »h»r"a"   in   the   :rv-Ib,      h-->   slip   and   risk   floundering   :n   the 

noil.   It   is  «:ao  advisable   to   fink   *v  >        th-   nititudo,   the   -notori   have  an   inter- 

ior  efff'ci'incy   to   that  which   the/   have    •. t   n-a   l»vel   t#cause   of   the   rarefi- 

•a 11 or¡ >xygen   ir   'he   . (- -,   Th»   loss   of   ;ownr wï,   jh   ia   10 -   1^1  between  8U0 and 

\t oo  T., t..   H   r-Bches   10/ when   the  engin»s   tre  at  »n altitude  of   3000  meters  aPovp 

sea   l»v.>l . 

*>•  .p.lfl.ln?.:   7'hen we   find   ourselves   in  condì Moris  of exploitation 

on  relatively   flat   terra ln.ird   where   the   problema  cf slope  are   r.t,   longer  prepon- 

derant,   i*   is   the   s^to   of   the   soil   which   bebones   the  determining eletient   for   the 

choice   or   trardfort  vehicle.   In  fact,   it   on  tw.   dry   terrains   the   pmblemr.   of 

adherer.-e   are   hardly   of   prine    i np-r tar < e ,   M   jcon  aa  we   T;.st  work   on   -«r ;v-y 

terrains,   very  humid   or  stay int.- humid   nost   of the year     •hrse   :,rn|,l«-,ia   are  so 

important   that   in  certain canpi,   and   it's   the  caae   in certain  flat  r'-^lna  of 

Russia,   the   technician*   prefere   to  utilize   traction cable»   at  ground   1»   •; i   rather 

than   to   adventure   vehicles  which  must  almost   be amphibious.   By   the   aa'  •   •   k- 

in  these   regions  whl-h equally   exist   in   the  south of  the   United   States,   in  t'1-riiia 

or   tropical   regions,  the  railway was   for a   long  time   the  most  rational   n^de of 

penetra'ion,  c^stin  in  fact   lens   than   the   »btabl:6ued   routes  and  having a   pro- 

provis:   r.al   chara-»er   that   well   served   tho  «jpi«oc;cal  explol ta tiona  of   the   fjr««ts. 

It   is   h- visshle   finally   to  sit«   the   pcrticular  c*ses  of   arti- 

'- •;,->'>   pia-.'ction    oí   'reej   m  raw:    whi:h  renuirea,  when  we   want   to  prejorve 
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the   reserved   trees,  a material  specially  adapted   to  this specific  cartesian 

expío i tation. 

2) J_he__c_l tma_te_ 

The  first criteria on  the  subject  of climate   is   the  variation 

of   te-npora t'ire.   It   is  fitting   to  remember,   as was   for   the  altitude,   that  according 

to   the   tenperatureof  the  surrounding air,   the efficiency  of   the   motors   varies   in 

/r»at  proportions,  due   to   the   rarefication  of oxygen   in   the  warm  air.  We  estimate 

that   between  Ti and   SO'C,   there   is a  variation of about  ?CJ  in   tho.   efficiency  of 

•he  motors.   In addition,   it   19  often   forgotten  that   the climate  has  a more 

.spectacular  influence on  the  state of t he  soilwhich  is   in direct  relation to 

the   instantanious  climatic cond 1 lion«,   In cold  regions  such es  Siberie,   the 

Scandinavian countries or  Northern Canada,  snow becomes  an side   in exploiting 

the   timber because   it permits   the  forming of routes  on compressed   or even frozen 

snow on which we  can either directly pull   *he load'j  or use a sled,  and  considerable 

quantities of  timber can  be  moved with  an excessively weak coefficient  of  friction. 

In   temperate climates  the   possibility   ia   null  and   the action of   the  climate  slows 

up work during the  rainy  period  but above  all  trarafor"ia  the  soil, which  usually 

has   a  sufficient  holding ability,  into  a  particularly unfavorable ground   for   the 

transport or  passage of vehicles and   reduces, because  of  this   fact,   the   period   of 

time  when exploitation, or rather the   skidding of wood,   is  profitable.  One other 

similar observation should  be  made  for   the  countries  in a  tropical  climate region, 

because   in fact,   in these regions  the rainy season forbids, generally  for a long 

period  of  time,   the  penetrati in of the  forest by mechanical engines and   the   total- 

ity   of  transport must be  concentrated  on  the dry  season when  the  holding ability 

of  the soil  permits  the passage of heavy engine».  Finally, one  last point pertains 

to  the climatic condition«   in the wind  factor.  In fact,  this  last factor can 

be jin certain rough    terrain regions or along the  sea,a preponderant element  to 

the  prohibition or alow-up of  the exploitation of the  timber. On the other hand, 

the  forest operations planner ought to,  in almost all cases,  take  into account 

the  preaence of  the wind  facto» when he  orientates cuttings and  particularly 

clear cuttings,  in order  to avoid  that by unexpected wind atorms  the yard doesn't 

become  entangled  with windfall   timber. 

3) Jbîjoil 

Forest eoli, contrary  to agricultural soil, is generally formed 

from the décomposition of leaves of needles which forma a mora or leaa  thick 

humus  layer which Ilea directly on the mother rock, whereaa  in agriculture, 

there  la on the surface a layer of cultivated plant roota which form an excellent 

eupport for  the  adherence of ths tr' neport engines.  In other terma,  the  foraat 

•Ml  is presented  to the driver aa being a surface oluttered with destroyed vege- 

W+K*> which masks  the real conditions of  the under aoil, and   if the driver doesn't 
have  a good knowledge and a certain experience with driving on  this   type of 
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b) Humid  aoil:     humid soil   is mont  typically  forest  trail which is 

covered with more  or lese decomposed humus,  often mixed with a bed of 

leaves.     It  is similar to the type of  301I which one  finds in marshy 

ground.     In order to  pass over this type  of terrain,   it   13 necessary 

to use  very large crawlers tractor which have   a soil  pressure  of 100 g/cm. 

c) Sandy soil:     It   often happent)   that massive   forest   regions are 

artifically developed  in  snndy soil   areas.    This type  of ground quite 

often has good holding power but   insufficient  cohesion and when a vehicle 

starts in motion it  suddently becomes bogged down in the soil.    Conse- 

quently,   it  is necessary,   in order to move about  on this type of terrain, 

to use  large tires with very low pressure.    It   is r>lso not  recommended 

to utilize the  crawlerB tractor in sandy soil because the  silica of 

the sand is a strong abrassive which will  quickly damage the  steel  joints 

of the equipment. 

d) Rocky soil;     rocky soil  ìB that of which the  superficial humus 

has disappeared  either by erosion or by repetitive travel.     It,  therefore, 

lacks the  elastic element.    This can be utilized to  some extent by using 

relatively low pressurized tires, but  in all  cases it  is recommended that 

the engines which move  about  on this soil be equipped with n  scraping 

blade to allow for the  smoothing out  of the ground surface which develops 

some irregular forms.     In order to def  le the technical  r  aracteristica 

of the diverse  soils,   it  is necessary to take  into account  number of 

measures which are  ao  follows: 

- Io   MM;    • ru, <<r the  holding power of the  soil  is measured with the 

help of an apparatus called a penetrometer;   it  is the  ' imit  of re- 

sistence  starting from which the  soil  is deformed  ns soon as one 

exert e a given pressure on it.    In general,   soils have  a holding 

power which varies  from some hundred grams to ten kilos per cm. 

- resistance to movement:    thic can be  defined as being the for:e per 

kilo parallel to the   soil necessary to déplace one ton    of given 

vehicle.    It  is expressed by this formula:     H = K x W  ...  R is the 

resistance to movement  expressed in kilos per ton;  and W  is the 

weight  of the vehicle  in tons»    This coefficient  varies according to 

the type of soil  and equally according to the Wheel  system used, 

whether it is a question of iron wheels, wheels equipped with high or 

low   pressurized   tires,  or crawlers;  the annexed table gives a certain 

number of coefficients of resistance to movement  in diverse conditions. 
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- resiatence  to  eliding:     thiB resistente  ìB the  horizontal   force 

necessary to displace  a body rejting directly on the soil.    There 

is a coefficient  of reaiatence to movement which  links thin necessary 

force to the weight  expressed  in tons of the  load  to be  displaced. 

The  resistence  vaneo  in function  to tne   soil   and the  form of the 

object to bo  dlsplaosd.    It   is »  question of the  ooourence  in logging 

of material  of which the  variation of thß diamstsr plays an important 

role  and the  way the  logs are dragged;   if they are  tot   lly dragged 

on the ground or  lightly raised,   the variation of this  residence, 

which is we  can soe,  varies from 450 to 700 - 800 kiloB per ton of 

displaced   logs. 

- adherance coeffioient:    this last  coefficient  can bo defined as the 

relation existing between available  effort  of the tractor and the weight 

resting on the motor eternante of this name tractor.    This relation is 

called the  adherence coefficient.     It  is generally expressed in kilos 

in terms of the weight  of the tmotor expressed by the following 
KC 

formula:     F « rj-    ;  P being the  adherance  coefficient  in kilos per 

ton;  EC being the effort  on the hook  of the tractor in kilos;  W being 

the  weight  of the motor elements of the tractor expressed  in tons. 

It   is this coefficient  which determines the efficiency of traction of 

the tractor.     It   %lso depends o    the  given soil   aj     above  all we  see 

it  predominantly by its  state of humidity.    The   following giveB the 

variations of th,s adhersnee  coefficient   for tractors oquipped with 

pnoumatiCB or crawlers.     An we can  Bee,   it  varies  from  170 kilos per 

ton to %0 kilos  per ton for crawler tractors on dry black humus,   as 

an example. 

I• 3.?    The  siivicultural conditions 

After having examined the  physical   aspect  of the  soil,   it  is necessary 

to consider the  forest  that ^rows on thiB soil and which is the real goal 

of logging. 

(l)    Diameter and   height of the trees!     It goes without   Baying that 

the number one  factor to consider is the diameter and height  of the trees, 

in other words,  the  unitary volume  of the product  to be handled., 

(;))    Mode of foretitry opération}   According to the type  of forest 

that we  are  dealing with,   it  is a question of a virgin forent,   a regular- 

ly harvested   forest   or an underdeveloped  forest,   the conditions of logging 

will be  nocesijary to create   iccess  ro^ds in order to penetrate th    forest 
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mass,  in the  aeconu cajc  there  are  already roads but  it  is necessary 

to go looking for timber in ¡.he interior of the  sometimes dense growth, 

because tbo o^er^tion will then be  a  - 'Ivi cultural operation,  that is 

to 3ay a mixed situación in oomp.inaoa to the   «WJ previous cases. 

1*3*3    The econo-üc co^uitions 

It  is oLviour, that  i;hor. one begins a study of the  logging conditions, 

it is recrspary to \y.v~   into sc count  all   the parameters and particularly 

the economic parami-re.    The price of the  finished product will be of 

course the  ieuuU  of all  the  logging costs but  will under direct dependence 

of the cost  price of wood,     ihis cost  price varies from the function of 

ownership of the  forget;   if it  is a question of government or private 

forests,  or if it  ic a question of forests for which we pay a  simple 

royalty which is proportional to its  surface without taking into consi- 

deration the cctual  forest productivity.    All these elements must be 

examined in ordor to calculate the  cost  price of the  finished product. 

It is also necessary to take into account the economic development 

of the civen country.    Because,  as it was previously stated,   if there 

is absolutely no access  ro-.d not  only to the forest masB but  also to a 

port where the irsrchrndire crji be dispatched or a road or railway some- 

times situated at  a great distance  away,  the price of this first  invest- 

ment irust be taken into  consideration in the calculations of the cost 

price of the raw raterial.    Tt goes without saying that  it would be normal 

in the case 01  very lar^  investiront e of this type, that  the community, 

country,  etate  or county take  charge of all  or part of the  financing 

in order to establish these roads. 

1*3*4    The  psychological  aspects 

Basidcs t. en r^^omic probità, one of the principle factors of 

success is the cost of human problems, and above all else the problem 

of manpower. 

(l)    Manpower probien3.    It  is neoessary to determine  right from 

the start  of the  study what the  duration of the  operation will be,  and 

above all  if the  forest  manpower will be  seasonal  or permanent.    In the 

first case,  we trust  asamre that  the  seasonal manpower will generally 

not be careful rrith *he equipment and it will suffer accordingly, whereas 

the personnel  assigned on a permanent basis will be more cautious with 
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the   functioning and  up-kee;    oí'     he   e  -lament.      it   ¡g  alwiyr,  beet   if  at 

all   feasible    when  organizing  tre yn   i,   to  utilizo per   mnel   of the  more 

permanent  type,   "ven   i *' this   necessitate.! making changes   m  the   form  of 

personnel  utilization,   m-fcri«   roadr  rr engaging them   in  re forest it ions 

for example,   during on^  period   of the year  ami  involving them in felling 

and   skidding during  other r.enons.       ow"vcr,   :n certain countries,   the 

climatic condition:.:   rain in  the  tro, icn,   snow  in Scandinavia,  make   it 

ao that there   is  no  auch possibility    -jf -mpioying woricers all year  long 

and  it   is,  therefore,   necessary to utilize   seasonal manpower.    Besides this 

important  question of use of  neaaon?]   manpower or not,   it   is  necessary 

to determine the type  of the  existing available  manpower. 

a) In over-populated countries:    in the fie  countries,   we  often have an 

abundant man power  force,  oft m  chenp,   sometimes even more  economical than 

machines,   such  as in the t'ir  East,  bat   in other regions,   in   spite  cf the 

large   population,   forestry manpower i a Hard   to  find because   it  is a  hard 

and   relatively  poorly  paid  trade,     in this  cane,  mechanization generally 

allow.-,  for the  revaluation  of the  profession.     It is  advisable to  adjust 

the   salarie3 to  the   product   on  output   in any cice, we   muat   not   forget  that 

the   forestry workers   ire  -nel mea to be  rough with machines  and equipment. 

b) Developing countries:     in these countries we  cannot  normally find 

competent manpower and th<-  manpower which might  come  from the  country in 

which the maciune wu manufacture! wi Jd coat  three or   .our times the 

price   that   it  would   >,oi:t   in  the   mitili   country,     ¡he   local   manpower  that 

we  could u.:e  would   only be   in   the  car^city  of  Pipers  wh(.' would meanwhile 

be   able  to be  trained   little   by   litt >   -n'   could  accept   more   and  more 

reuponsiPi >  point ) on.,.     >iti. :-,  man  f'.(t.¿rr  ••,  ì. "/e  .ione   .V.udies on the 

efficiency  loss   in  yardr,  in   U'.TV;   of work  organization.     It   vins found 

that   with a  very experienced   team  who  are  well   p-ud  and   properly  super- 

vised,   the  loss  per work hour   to-   four minutes,   whereas with  a new team 

which  is not  well   co-ordinated   and  who are   DO ,rly paid,   the  time  loss  in 

about  ten minute';  per hour. 

(?)    Management   of the  harvesting:    we   can form a  like   reasoning in 

what  concerns legging management   in particular at the   level   of relatione 

between work organizations,   between the  off;CP   and tïm   enterprise,   between 

tlie  bosses and the  workers tnemnelves.    Th^   same American manufacturer 

developed a van at. on in the   ; oso  of minutes per work hour  iccording to 

the   quality of management,   from three to seven minutes.     We  can even esti- 

mate  that   in certain developing nations these   coefficients can be  doubled. 

In general,  we  estimate  that   w.th  ~   coefficient  of .d?,   th<*   efficiency of 

a yard  can be  considfred exceptional,    rfith   a   .60 to   .75 efficiency,   very 
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Rood  to acceptable.     An ,>fficierxw   inferior to  ,<yû means that  the 

organization  IB nnproJuctivr. 

(})    oouia]   "opect»     it   1H epnonti-il,  when one  does  n   study on 

the  overall  costs of a  !osiàng operation,  to take  into  account the laws 

and customs,   bemdon  thi convention;!  of thr  countries where  one  in;  the 

laws  and custom*  and   in particular   the   HOC i al  laws which can forbid  a 

enrtfin nuirber nf   -uf^l emontar;,   »ork   hours,  or the  impooition use  of 

sometimes very high taxation,    in  the  other hand,  the  cost  of social 

charges ou«ht  to be equally  taken  into consideration because it  varies 

by large proportions according to the  country.    The necessary accident in- 

surances,   not  only  for the  work  force but  alno for the  machinery,   are 

al BO a point  which varies considerably from country to country.    Finally, 

the conventions,  not  only the  Bocinl   oneB but also the work habits need 

to be taken into account  if we do  not  want  to go away over our aocount, 

besides which,   it  in often necessary  to consider the work organization, 

because if wo establish a new work  nyatem,  and it does not  produce the 

expected results, the workers will   very quickly revert  to their old habits 

in re-establishing a routine which will  impose itself and be very difficult 
tu change. 

?*    Technical  description and method  of utilization of machines and tools 

used in the  forestry opérations 

''. 1     Manual  tools 

Tho  ixe  in enr   of the   oldeirt   toclu which man has ever used,   it  is an 

excellent  striking instrument;   a  sharp bladed masr attached  to a handle 

which tenfold3 the  force of  the  individual  hit. 

Another  utriKii^ tool    urrrui ¡.aneounly urted with the    ax«   ir the 

cutting billhook,    the  form of which  varies according to the region, the 

most  perfect   form without bein/r one  with a nib in a hook  form which per- 

mits not  only the pruning and trimming but also the hauling of timber 

and  facilitate H  its handling. 

Another manual tool that  we  cannot  overlook mentioning is the wedge 

which serves to cle-ve the   logs and   is also used during felling operation*, 

and  its indispensable  companion the   adze.    Along with the   striking tools 

we can mention the  "debar¡:er",   a sort   of shovel which in pushed along the 
tree trunk. 



In the second category of manual tools are  all the  scraping in- 

strumento.    These instruments have  practically die appeared  since the 

arrival  of   ower saws which replace    them.    There  etil     exists,  however, 

on the market a small  saw for deoranching which is mounted at the end 

of a handle and permits the  limbing of trees up to four,   five  and 

even Rix meterá. 
Another sener of tools  Te grinperu and hookB,   used  for the manual 

handling of wood. 

2.2    Power saws 

Technical characteristics:    '-he most common model  of power saw is 

the  saw with direct drive where the drive pulley is directly fixed by 

the  intermediary of the centrifuge clutch on the cr~nk shaft  and the motors 

in these machines tum 6,000  and 10 to  12,000 rev. per minute, Oiven the 

diameter of the pulley which is around three to four cm.,  the corresponding 

speed in meters per second is  from ten to twenty meters per second.    The 

necessary power for a power saw depends on the effjrt  with which one 

penetrates the wood with the blade.    It  requires a power of four to five 

HP.     It  is this power that  one  presently finds in the  majority of the 

existing machines on the market.    During the past  few    years the power 

saw has been the  subject  of numerous accessories to improve comfort; 

a  Scandinavian mpnufacturer,  in particular, has developed a method of 

making the burned gas pass through the handle,  so that   in winter the 

logger csa virai his fingers while wc-king.    It is now .«quired in many 

countries to have  a manual  switch controlled by the  worker which auto- 

matically triggers when the worker releasee the machine. 

2.3    Bunching 
The most  Fir-pit  ¿aw ueed to be Wie manually operated crosB cut  saw 

was next replaced by the mechanical saw, which was for many years the only 

chain type tool used regularly and in particular at  sawmills.    With the 

development of the power 3*w,  it was the mechanical chain saw which has 

grown very popular for use    in cutting logs and timber.    Meanwhile,  for 

the timber destined for grinding in particular, cutting machines were 

developed; some were portable  and could function throughout the forest, 

they became very successful  a few yeare ago,  and now there is a vertical 

unit which cuts wood before  stacking it for industrial use.    Derived from 

these email cutting unite have  appeared, particularlv in economically 

planned countries and countries with high levels of xorestry production 
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3uch  as the   southern United  St .it o s,   veritable wood conditioning mills. 

For these mill-,  the trees are   loaded  ~nd transported  fu1'   length, 

passed by checkers who djUivun*   their  auüity and automatically direct 

it  to the  cutting shop which is required with a large number of  saws, 

operated automatically by an electronic br-un with the  moot  elaborate 

designod machines which allows, the   cutting of the tree  to the  optintum 

dimension according to  its intrinsic  technical  quality. 

2.4.    The barking 

The  détermination of the best  place for performing the barking can 

be treated  in a mathematical   fashion:     by knowing the cost  of the barking, 

the  cost  of barking in the  forest  or the cost of industrial barking in 

regard to the  transportation expenses  in moving the timber between the 

different   points where the  sfid  barking will take place.     Studies have 

been done  on thin situation and the  conclusions are that  the  best point 

is generally in accordance with the  dimension of the timber and the 

employed technology. 

Friction barking:    the simplest  machinen which ware   introduced in the 

beginning of log barking,  were  large barking drums in which the  logs des- 

tined for the mill, were   fed and the  logs; fell  on each other during a cer- 

tain number of rotations which  depended on the elementary dimension of 

each piece  of wood.    This  tecum crue   seems to have been  abandoned  in 

favour of the r,.jre  profitable   scrapers. 

Scrape  barking:     scrapers  are  those machines which operate  around the 

tree while   it   in perpendicularly  oonetrated in relit) on to the  plane on 

which the tool   is plnoed.    These  machine« actually reached  a great  level 

of perfection and  are  certainly,   on   the  world market,   the  machines which 

give the  best  results for the  lowest  cost price.    They allow selectioning 

in the   sorting centers,   as indicated  above,   and can be  adapted to various 

dimensions of timber,  according to the  number of blades,  the   3peed of 

the  passing of the logs and operate with optimum efficiency. 

Other models:    another friction machine is the  friction head,  where 

the  logs are  subject to a spiral movement under the heads.       Unfortunately 

the majority of this type of machine  has been discontinued and replaced 

b;:  nlaue   he.-".,   wh   ,h   •.<;•"    '•   -    - .-    ;;.,M  .^-.^    -  ..a'm¿   jc\,   jut   thoy 

have  a disadvanta ;e,   in ccnpf.ri ion   ir,  treir nrfle.'.essor,   of  conruming 

part  of the wood,  which c~n conceivably reach three or  four and  even 

five  per cert. 
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2.5   Combinée* machines 
Rol« i    The comparât i ve study of the différent phases of lof gin« 

has quiokly indicate that if «orne anon« them can be better done by 

hand, others, on the contrary, were very alow, demancung a great part 

of the manpower and were relatively difficult to mechanise.    If we examine 

th* totality of the phases ooncerned with the harvesting of timber, we 

oan readily note that limbing,  for example, is an operation whioh re- 

quires up to 30 per oent of the total harvesting time and seems very 

difficult to mechanise.    When barking is ceoessary, it is squally 

well-known that barking is a fastidious and burdensome operation, be- 

cause the efficiency of the worker with the barker is low and mechanisa- 

tion in the forest, despite numerous attempts, quickly seems irrational. 

The efforts of the researchers initially spanned the mechanisation of 

a like barking operation.    It is thus that the first combination maehine 

that effectively functioned were the limber-bunoher.   These two operations 

represented up to sixty per cent of the timber work-up time whereas 

felling never represents more than five per cent of this time, the rest 

being handling, regrouping, transporting, etc. 
Limber-buncher»   We have noted above that the most important harvesting 

phase is the limbing.   The manufacturers and the research institutes also 

tried in the beginning to mechanise this operation, which in the planting 

of oonifers was rather simple to resolve.   We mention particularly the 
NArbomatik" machino and the Swedish "Sund" machine.   But the veritable 

operational machines were the Swedish "Logma" and the Finnish "Plka". 

These last two machines took the trees that were manually felled and 

paaaed them through a metal belt where cutting tools limbed them by a 

hydraulic jack system whioh forced the trees through the maohine. 

feller-linbersi   The next phase was to try and mechanise the felling 

and to attaoh to the machine a limber similar to the ones developed on 

prmoeeding machines.   The first feller-limber was the "Beloit-harvester" 

developed fifteen years »go in the United States and Canada.   But this 

amohine was monsterous and very oostly.   Other manufacture re put out other 

machinas in the years following such as "Beloit" whioh had a hydraulio 

Pruner in the front and a limber similar to those along the line of the 

maohine s sited above, that is to say simple blades which enclosed the tree 

while it was dispaloed by a hydraulic jack system.    These diverse manu- 
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facturera preferred to utili 7,8 a orano equipped with a hydraulic 

Pruner and  a head that did the  iimb.nç itself with wheoln equipped 

with  Btuds:     the tree pannes horizon al íy  into the hea    and the 

branches are removed but this machine 19  Actually not  a barker.    The 

principal  manufacturer íB the Ama ri cm firm Drott  which has actually 

sold  a large number of this type of equipment,  while in Europe, there 

ia the we 11-known manufacturer named "cclain. 

Stumper-feller:    We oajn comnare these  modern evolutionary techniques 

to the  experiments that were recently conducted   LII Finland,  into the  re- 

cuperation of the  stocks of the tree G in order to recover in the  pro- 

portion of ten to fifteen  per cent the linear production of the  forest 

plantinge,   and at  the  Gamo timo leave the   roil  more able to reafforest. 

?.6    The  forestry tractor» 

2.6.1    Technioal  dencription of the diverse types of tractors 

4)    Four driving-wheel tractor: 

The  popular tractor which was used  in the  forest for numerous years 

was the tractor with four Äqual  diameter driving wheels which were  often 

even of equal drivr thereby permi tt ing the  vehicle to have a very short 

braking range,  and to bo  able once it vas  caught   in a rut to easily get 

out  thanko to the  combined  action of thr>  front   and back wheels. 

b)    Articulated steering tractor: 

The  adv.uitage  of this device  íB that   it  permito a relatively long 

engine to  have  a v^ry nhort braking range.     Also,   if it  falls into  a 

pot—hole by a forward and backward movement  c.illod a "duokwnlk" it  can 

easily get  ito two  front  wheela out of the  hole  and secure sufficient 

enough adherance to permit  the vehicle to  get  out  of the bad situation. 

The  articulated steering tractors were only developed a short time  ago 

for public works construction and later appeared   in the  agriculture 

field shortly thereafter.    It literally concuered the entire forestry 

market where it took the place of four dri-ving-wheeled tractors,  in 

addition to a great number of crawlers tractors.    The  articulated steering 

tractors  are equipped with a rea" winch and a forward levelling blade. 

The  vehicle can be  loaded with th*- help of a hydraulic crane called  a 

forwarded,   commonly used now for loading <:ut  wood and even small  logs. 

In the   icondin vian and  North American foresto this machine has been 

substituted  for all  other type3 of forestry transport equipment. 

J 
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o)     Rigid crawler tractor: 

The  ciawler tractor was  originally used  for many years in tropical 

or virgin forests where it was necessary to develop roadways in order 

to remove the exploitable products.    TheBe machines were equipped with 

a powerful  rear winch and diverse forward accessories such as a bull- 

dozer blade. 

d) Flexible crawl»" tractor: 

The  drawback of what we  call the rigid crawler is that when it 

moves about the fo^srt the motor elements are not flexible enough to 

bjr-pase the obstacles it encounters.    That  is why a certain number of 

•peoialized manufacturers thought     it best to -use flexible type crawlers, 

that is to say those which roll on oscillating tracks which permits 

the machine to literally e&l up any encountered obstacle.   These tractors 

were developed only in Cananda and Russia. 

e) Articulated steering crawlers: 

We have witnessed the appearance in the past few years of machines which 

heve the  advantages of both the  articulated steering tractor and the crawler, 

this especially in oil excavation in Northern Canada.    These devices are 

useful  in forest terrains which have a particularly low holding power 

such as msrshy sones, or those which are inundated a great portion of 

the year. 

2.6.2    Accessorie a used in the  forest: 

a) Logging pans:    the unloading pans are  an accessory which was 

utilized quite commonly long ago in mountaineoua regions.    They have 

unfortunately tended to disappear. 

b) Logging arches:    the  logging arch is comprised of two wheels 

and a sort of crane arm mounted on the wheels which is hooked usually on 

to the rear of generally a crawler tractor.    This accessory was utilized 

for many years to execute logging by lifting the end of the logs,  avoiding 

in this wf>y dragging them on the ground and damaging them.   The effort of 

the tractor was reduced thanks to this device  from 30 to 40 per cent in 

relation to the direct dragging on the ground. 

c) Two wheeled loading device»    ìB another wheeled accessory which 

is utilize! ladini   •>.} ¿t: vtlj   -1 gli I  trccorj in  ' i'dor to transport, heavy 

logs.    The leg is lifted off the ground -<nd becaus« of this the slidding 

traction effort ìB replacod by a rolling effort,  that is to say divided 

by twenty or thirty.    (In ?ronh:  Teiqueballe). 
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d)    Trailer with power drive!    in order to transport cut up timber, 

farm trailers were used during many years and it is only in the past  few 

years that we have witnessed the appearance of specifically power drive 

trailers.    TLjy were equipped with a ¿rane,  usually hydraulic,  permitting 

the loading of the trailer and generally the wheels of the trailer were 

rendored power driven to facilitate movement in particularly difficult 

areas.    It was these trailers equipped with cranes and power drive 

that were the originals of the first  "Forwarders" where we replaced the 

farm tractor with motor elements situated at the front by a regular    farm 

tractor equipped simply with two wheels and reunited to the trailer by a 

system of jack articulator.    The first engine constructed in this manner 

was the Swedish "Brunet" and "Robur",   soon followed by the Canadian 

"Treevar".    Presently, the french firm Cemet produce« this type of 

device derived from farm tractors. 

(e) Afforestation material!    the use of a farm tractor in the 

forest ìB not  simply limited to harvesting.    It can also serve usefully 

to prepare the soil before afforestation or to maintain afforested zones. 

(f) Public works material:    we previously sited the ground breaking 

and levelling devices which are utilized in the forest on the crawler 

machines and which permits the opening of roadways and maintenance of them, 

operations which are necessary in connection with the harvesting of 

virgin or impenetrated forests. 

2.7 The winch 

Winches are used in the forest principally on the rear of loading 

tractors and sometimes on the front in the case of emergency repairs. 

Actually, an autohauling winch on the front of a tractor would permit 

it, if it were bogged down in the forest, to be able to extract itself 

under most circumstances.    Besides their utilization on tractors,  winches 

also serve in conjunction with cableways of either one or two cylinders, 

this equipment permits the transportation of materials for considerable 

distances. 

2.8 Handling machines in the fc re it 

The bundling of small timber particularly -'n the forest has made 

considerable progress  during the past ten years as the result  of which 

the loading worker has been replaced hy mechanization, by the use of cranes 

and in particular hydraulic cranes mounted directly on the loading 

machine.    Reference to these machines has already been made when describing 

tractors and their trailers. 
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2.8.1    Forwarder m     lîieae  were ure\i.osuly  referred to when discussing 

articulator  and  fanr trailers.    Th«' device called the forwarder,  whioh 

is an auto motor mg •--   -.*>r-yinc " "rane which permits  self-loading 

and unloading.    It  ìB wall  to mention that crane unloading ìB often used 

because it  pernútn t'.e pro on 1 act i on of timber. 

2.8.?    Conveyor bolts;     I notead of using cranes,  there has been developed, 

in the last  fev yearn,   minali conveyor beltB whioh are directly mounted 

on trailers and  permits the workers,  when handling timber of small  di- 

mensions,   such an material for making charcoal or for the paper or board 

industry, to gather it  at  ground lovel,  piles and throw it directly on 

the conveyor beltB. 

2.8.3    Hydraulic  lifter and uinoh deviceet    for many years, the most 

common piece of equipment used for loading trucks was the cable lifter. 

2.9    Transport tracka 

2.9.1 Description of the different typet: of existing trucks: 

We dintingui3h the  different typea of trucks by their number of 

wheelB or number of ajela.    Ine multiplication of the carrying axels assist s 

in reducing the  uritnry prassure on tho ground and consequently to increase 

the  load which  is to be   transported. 

2.9.2 Different typ a s of logg-.ng trauerst    the logging trailer i B a type 

of trailer ¿hich operates behind t. a route trailer ii. the transport  of 

logs,  particularly full   lom* h loftB.    Thir. equipment which operates on 

one or two axel E can hi  carried empty on the traotor itself. 

2.9.}    Braking;     It   in mort essential that the braking syBtem on wood trans- 

port vehicles be very  firn because when a  loaded vehicle must  descend  long 

elopes,  the normal  brakes will neat up and because of this situation will 

loose their braVirg power.    It  ir, therefore,  necessary at  all times that  the 

vehicle be equipped with an emergency brake near the gearbox. 

}.    Teleflheritnies 

He clansify the different utilization techniques of cableo in rela- 

tion to the described below. 

}.l    l<OBt   1OP;_ o.-ijle -;     >.o-uuc;t  of  ,-i nable  which in  at rung between two 

pointr; ao thai while  "no   ->n-l  ic on * cliff the  other ìu in a valley. 

The load of wood whic*]   in  linitrd to   ibout ten kiloB in  fixed to the  rope 

by a wooden hook el i pre    ¡i.rertiy tc   the billhook,    '/hen the  load arrives 

at   the base  of tue   vil ley,   Vic ¡v.o!;   ju.nptî arid   : c broken by meann of an 

attachment  to th';   iiir  cabl"   ind the   lord  in  automatically unhooked. 
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3*2    Continuous cablea:     Thasj  are -nade   -ip  nf  0lie uniaur  Clbl„  travelling 

on pulleys which  support   ,t  *r«3   th.:   loarib  aro hookrd,   i., thin case,   directly 

to the cable which pl->"? + >"» «v»  o*" ho+>  t*^  r-i-~ • ... fy.-^1 -   - „J  ^r 

tractor cable.     This type   of cr-hie   L.I nor-i.Tilly only Uoeri  for trans- 

porting single  lopr, or  light  >?H"„ 

3.3 Qo-and-back cablo;     conciata ot   iwc  par-Jiei  cablet; on which travels 

two cabin hookB  joined by  a cord  pacing  en a hi^h pulley anil,   in order 

to avoid  alternative movnrrents,   or, ano+her l<~- •> pu1',-/,     This .R the 

system currently u^ed for people  to ascend Mountains,  with a large cabin 

capacity.    Thi9 type of device is -el  tively little used at this time 

in the forest because it  callj for a m\jor ir.stal lition and it  has a 

very li,iited output. 

3.4 Tre-cable:     derived  from the proceeding cabicways,   it  is  a very common 

forest model in southern Europe,  in particular,   ceiled the tre-cablecar. 

It  is made up of two carrying cables, one main cabla of ?  ?ü to  25 mm 

section and one  auxiliary cable having a  1? to 16 ,TI section;  these cables 

are mounted as these of industrial telepheriaue  on poles or supports 

UBually made of wood and are made up of a certain number of cars  spaced 

a calculated distance apart  according to  the  longest  span of the  cable. 

The cars are rejoined below on a veritable  braking ground which  is normally 

located at the highest  station.    The ce  cables are  chiefly designed for 

the descent  of  logs in rovh terrain re^on" 

3'5    Cable cranes/Blondint    exist  in a variety of forme.     The  rumplest  was 

thr? one developed by Wyssen in Switzerland wh. ch consista of s   rumple car 

travelling on a slant  and held  in place by a cord wound  around  a winch 

at the highest  station.    When one wants the hook  co descend the  car,  it 

need only stop it,  make  it  do the  inverse movement  r?o that  it  automatically 

blocks itself on the main cable.     At the  same  time  it unhooks a  jaw,  which 

frees the hook and  it,  if there  is  sufficient counterweight,   can descend 

to ground level where  another load can be harnassed.    The  Blondin model 

on the other hand,  consists of one carrying cable and one  simple car is 

displaced on the  cable which u; set into motion by a cord which passes by 

the car, descends by a pulley-block system to the hook and remountB to 

the car and goes on the  return pulley to the  other extremity of the cable. 

This way the car can be  displaced all  along the  carrying cable  and it  can, 

therefore,  eventually be mounted horizontally.     The ascent  and descent  of 
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the hook is done by a blockte car which is more or lees ingenious. 

The most primitive metlioa consista of having a second cable which dis- 

places the car ari alio.3 its nobiüzation to any point on the oarrying 

oable, whereas Xtn aec^-id cuiu potute \¡iv e^-cutiou of the ascent 

and descent of the crane hook.    Finally,  sorr.e manufacturers experimented 

by putting a telecommended electric or combustion motor in the car it- 

self permitting tha asoent  or desoant of a load from anywhere along 

the route of the carrying oar. 

3,6.    Cables which use ballons;    in rough terrain regions whioh have 

a oonv3X profile,  such as old mountains (Black Forant, Vosges, etc.) 

the uso of telephjriquos is rendered difficult because they normally 

haw a concava  >rm.    Alno,  certain rceaarchers have tried to use the 

asoent force of the ballcns to pormit the handling of the above ground 

load and from thic tra p r. it  ib?  traniportation over long distances 

whatever be t:ie profile of the terrain.    These materials were especially 

developed in tho Uritos S iate a, with com in Russia, but do no seem to 

have passed the exp-jrimortal  E-âge. 

3.7    Helioopterst    we can also include in timber harvesting by cable the 

method whioh <.onsiits of using helicopters to load tho timber.   Experi- 

menta were doce truite a f :w years ago on the use of machines of 

exceptional aEcsnding povor.    Actually, certain military maohines can carry 

load» of i p to forty tc-3, which     < largely rufficic  t for lifting the 

largest trees in tin fo¿ JL». 

4.    Other rethedn for trmoportirig timber 

4.1    Floatinfft    Th-5 floating of mod is a technique which is still used 

in the Northern Honisphere.    In fact in those pinina ragions, the trans- 

port of wood by floating ie traditionally oníí of tro oldest method« whioh 

exists, we site in Norw-y,  for exemple, the floating association whose 

beginnings date bsck ¿o the XII certvry.    The traditional method is called 

the lost log method; th^t is to say that during tho winter the timber is 

stocked onto the ice of the lake and when tha ice is broken up later and 

lets the logs corlinue down the river, thsy are collected at its mouth 

where the transformation industry is usually situated.    It is this very 

way that in Cánida ai.'' also quite often in the Soardinavian countries, 

the forestry fanchiee s correspond to the river bassin and the totaility of 
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the timber of the  bOBBin can be   dispatched  \y natural  gravity to the 

paper mill   or sawmill  in the- valley b low.    When there  .- -e many im- 

portant   rivera  and on;,^..      .^1  ...„,. juvanu   ^ome   into  the  same bassin, 

which in  frequently the  case  in Scandi na vi a,  r  ornali  metallic placale  or 

signia permite the wood   sorters to orientate the  timber towards each 

utilization s*.lor.    This operation in now simplified by veritable 

sorting centers of which certain ones in Russin  are electronic and 

quasi-automatic  and which permit   tho classification of timber not  only 

by origin but  also oy ouality find utilization. 

4.2 Water transport:    water transport must not be  confused with floating. 

It  censiate of trajínporting timber on light  barbeo in canals which are 

made  for the transport  of industrial materials.     Likewise there io  a 

similar syrrtem existing in Canada and no doubt  other countries,  where 

steel barges are used in the transport  of timber products and in the 

caoe of lor.n they arn  of the  self-unloading type. 

4.3 Railway:    pnvato tr-'ckB for the transport  of timber were very 

popular in the  XIX century and beginning of the XX century,  especially 

in developing countries where a railway may be constructed much cheaper 

than a road and permits the movement  of large tonna/re of wood where 

reasonable  terrain conditions exist. 

5«    Method  for calcuLit,ui«, ^ji  pt ioe  of forest   joba 
r>«l    Calculating the cost  price of work material: 

In all  coat  price  calcuations,  we mur.t  consider three types of coats 

whi ch are : 

- fixed  conte 

- proportional  conte 

- functional  costi,. 

5.1.1     Fixed contr 

!•    Depreciation or amortization of mnterialt    Year after year a machine 

will   loose  it Lì value.     It   in,  therefore,  nececrmry when it becomeB un- 

UBenble,  that  the  owner be  in possession of the  required capital  to re- 

place the  equipment which has become inefficient.    It  is also important 

to determine what   period  nf tinv*   to redeem the machine.    This estimation 

is very necessary because the hourly cost  price of the machine depends 

largely on the number of hours used annually.    The number of hours during 

which the machine WIG utilized,  is proportional to  its productivity and 

its condition.    Usually,   this  period in  determined   at the time when repair 
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cofrts become greater thaji the return costs.    The simplest  method is to 

consider amortization directly proportional  to the time,  which is known 

as the lin ar method.    The oppoBit    method is a more    -ational  one which 

oonsists of taking eaca y«ar \¡\» actual  value  of the used equipment  on the 

market,  giving UE  a curve which -noves out  ctrongly to tho  right because 

it  i e an exceptional type.    In the calculation df cost  prices,  it  is 

preferable to take the nour as the um.\  to arrive at  ar. amortized figure, 

which will be calculated  by the   ouyin# value   lest? the  eventual used value 

divided by the total  number of hours over which the machine  is amortized. 

It  is fitting to remember that   Tor certain machines,   such as crawler 

tractors in particular,   it  i:; important,   if we want  to  see the  problem 

more closely, to amortize   separately the  crawler tracks  and the 

tractor itse"^;  the tracks being used up more cruickly than the tractor. 

The same goes for the tires of large aimenrion which are used on public 

works machines.    It  is advisable to note that,  in amortizing machiner, 

it is always necessary to take  into account, the age of the machine, 

because  even if it  is used very little  and still may have  a goodly 

number of usable hours,  it  is necessary to take into consideration that, 

at the end of a certain number of years,  thi-i machinery may have totally 

lost its intrinsic value,   m spite  of the little work it  has done. 

2.    Another item which is desirable to incorporate in fixed costs is the 

interest c     capital required to hi     a machine,  which   îormally should be 

included in the remaining value  of the capital progressively in accordance 

with the  amortization of the machine.    Finally,  the  insurance,  taxes,  etc. must 

be incorporated. 

5»1«2    Proportional costs;    These costs consist of the maintenance and 

functional costs.    When we refer to vehicles,  the maintenance  cost of 

the rolling tracks can be taken separately from that  of the vehicle. 

The maintenance costs of the vehicle  itself are those that we  are quite 

familiar with in the  operation of an automobile,   such as repair of me- 

chanical parts,  brakes,  clutch,  etc.    These repairs are  also of equally 

important proportion to the other machines such as the loading machines. 

Other maintenance costs are those  of accessories which are attached, 

for example, to the tractor.    If on one hand we must  proportionally 

amortize the functioning of the tractor itself, we must also include a 

section for the cables,   loading arches,  etc.;  that  is to  say all the 

accessories that work in conjunction with the tractor. 
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5.1.3    Functional costs 

1. The energy used by a machine during its operation:    this energy can 

either be in the  form of "lotor  fuel  oi   elect rie'kilowatt« in the  case 

of machines driven by electric motors.    In order to calculate the con- 

sumption of motor fuel  of a tractor we  can use  a theoretic motor 

curve,  which gives  - motor fuel  consumption curve.    But we must remember 

that with consumption in g/CVh. we must take minoration coefficient  of 

40 to 75 P63* cent,  according to the  actual efficiency with which the 

engine preforms.    In accessories for fuel motors,  we must  not  overlook 

the lubricants,  grease,  all the noramlly used materials which are often 

proportional costs to those  of the  fuel motors themselves.    The proportion 

is about  20 per cent  and sometimes drops to four to five  per cent  for 

tool machines. 

2. Salaries:    the  salaries are  chose of the  people who operates the 

machines as well as the  auxiliary services such as the greaser,  the 

workers who are involved in seeing that the equipment  functions properly 

through appropriate scheduling of   maintenance and repair. 

5.2    Use of cost prices 

Theoretic determination of the best mode of work: 

Whenever we put  into equation form the cost  price of each phase of the 

logging operation that we    realize, it  is possible to compare them by a 

graphic or algebra method.     Tn fact,  iflc majority of the  cost  prices are 

seen as a first degree equation.    This way we can provide an accounting 

to the  origins of the fixed costs and a proportional  part  which are the 

proportional  costs on which the  angular coefficient  varies according to 

their relative  importance to the given production.     In general  ./e express 

the cost price  according to the production in    m ,  according to the para- 

meter,  whatever be the  loading distance, the thickness of the timber, 

etc.  and accordingly the costs are presented in such form that we can put 

then into a graphic systems of reference.    In   comparing a certain number 

of work methods for a given logging operation, we discover that  one method 

is beert  from a certain roint  on while  another method becomes more econo- 

mical  from a different  point  on;  consequently,  we will  find   ourselves 

enclosed by a certain number of curves which finish by encircling the pro- 

blem,  and we can then find the optimum conditions possible to organize 

a logging operation in order to achieve the best possible economic results. 

Such a study can,  of course,   actually be done by computers to which it  is 

necessary to give linear components of each given case.    In this fashion 
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we o an determine the best  theoretic method of work system in a given 

case. 

Thio analysii, c;,,.  ^..„„. .-.'.,.   the     r.,¡!  rr. nation af  a network of 

roads or a téléphérique  system  in n   forest mass    and  allows  for the 

determination in tidvance of *hat will  be the advantagen  and/or 

disadvantages of the two methods *'rom the view point  of productivity. 

It  in  well to remember,   meanwhile,   that  it  is luioeaanr-   t<> alwayn keep 

in mind the  social  problems that can develop by the use  of mechanical 

materials. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The choioe of mato ri al,  equipment  and harvesting methods to be used 

for logging operations onn be   determined, as  just  indicated by calculation 

done  with the help of oomputerB.    Bat  this advanced method should be  pre- 

pared and analysed by technician and  engineers    who are  sufficiently 

qualified  and possens  the necessary knowledge  in order to be able to 

recommend the best methods and machi no u,  *r. well  aB being capable of 

analysing the   social  and  nuychnlogical  conditions of the  population 

affooted by their projections» 

In effect, the  human problems while not being considered in the  cal- 

culations must nevertheleenbe   relied upon to contribute  to the success 

or  failure of n  nroiect,   oona»>raie,.tly it  is most net-.»s:;ar,y that common 

sense  and good  judgement   prevails nt  all timen,   especially in the area of 

management-rmployee rol at i ana. 
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1.    Introduction 

The definition of logging refera to the selecting of tree« in the 

foreste, felling, limbing, bucking,  skidding, decking and then loading 

then in log- lengths on to truoke or railroad cara for transport to a 

market or processing area.    In other words it represents the extraction 

of a raw product from the forest.    It is true that there exists in this 

operation a number of suooessive functions all of which require the 

need for a rather tough or rustió type of man-power which is agreeable 

to living under rather o rude conditions and whioh invariably are loo at ed 

eoaewhere in far flung areas of the forest wilderness.    Nevertheless, it 

is beooming more and more » oivilised occupation as due to continued 

pressure from government bodies the forests throughout the world are 

being better controlled and managed while the timber is being selected 

and extracted as for instanoe, industry is now required to lay out and 

oonstruot their logging roads so that eventually these roadways will 

either tie in with or form part of the national road system of a country. 

Whereas only a few years ago the job of a lumber jack was considered 

a difficult, dangerous and low paying one, for some tine now a steady 

•ove towards the oomplete mechanisation of forestry operations has 

•ads it so that there is a trend towards the utilisation of more and 

•ors specialised manpower and consequently towards a more and mors 

elevated et andai a of living.    This situation can be considered as a step 

forward beo ause in a business that was once considered as being unthinkable 

to be involved in, the logging business and that of the logger have beoome 

more and mors attractive to the younger generation and eociety in 

general. 

1*1   Biffèrent phases of logging 

Definition:   He oall a phase any operation whioh consists of 

exeouting a job without the need of changing tools] for example, the 

foiling of a tree enoompasses a first phaset   the actual job of foiling 

is dono by using a power eaw and onoe the tree is felled, the operation 

of limbing, requiring the use of a manual tool or lighter power saw, 

is oonsidered a different phase from the first one.    Bunohing the timber 

is the third phase and skidding is the fourth.   The stacking of the logs 

and the bunohing of timber in order to execute this operation is an 

aurUliary phase.    After the skidding, the logs are stacked along the 
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roadside.    It is the stopping point  in xhe  forestry operations; on 

the other hand, the loading of the loss onto the trucks is considered 

a phase  and afterwards the hauling oí  the  logs another phase; the 

unloading at the arrival point is normally the final phase unless the 

material is to be subject to further transport by other means such as 

railway or barge. 

1.2   Operational analysis of tima distribution 

The different phases,  as they have just been described above, 

were the object, by many specialized institutions, of systematic studies 

of their respective time.    Without going into detail on these studies, we 

can assume that the felling operation represents only a small percentage 

of the total logging time, where«s the burning of small limbs and 

branches (slash),  could represent up to fifteen per oent of this total 

time. 

To this analysis it is in order to apply a cost coefficient which 

depends on the material used during each given phase.    Por example, 

the felling operation with a power saw coats the salary of the worker who 

exsoutes the joo plus the reasonable amortization of the machine and its 

hourly utilization cost, that is its hourly consumption of fuel oil  and 

the cost of required maintenance per  hour of operation. 

When we refer to the  skidding operation, the unit cost per work 

hour is evidently much higher, became,  in addition to »he salary of the 

operator and possibly an assistant,  it is advisable to take into account 

the amort i i at ion of the skidder plus its operating cost, which of course 

can be up to ten or twenty times the cost  of the operators salary. 

In taking each r^ae» v" r-:jyA- "7 V- •„ tin« rpent for a given 

operation by the hourly cost of each technical process used, we can de- 

termine the total cost of the operation from the forest to the mill. 

Furthermore,  a comparison of the different  phases can be done by linear 

programming or better yet by computer. 

The conclusion of suoh an analysis permits the planner to determine 

the beet method to employ in order to exploit  a given forest area.    Ait, 

in addition to these theoretic calculations,  it is necessary to take 

into aooount the restraints which encompass the problem of logging which 

generally result  from the technology used for the proposed job. 
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There   are   four types   of  restraints:      pnysicai,   silviculture   and 

economic   in   addition to which  it   is advisable  not  to  neglect  the 

psychological  aspect. 

1 • i• 1     The   physic-ü   condition:-, 

( 1)     The   general   lay-out   of the   region: 

a)     Mountains^    In mountaineous   regions,   the  slope  of the  terrain 

18 the determining factor  vn the  cho.cn   of equipment  to be  used.    Por 

slopes under  2C -  ?', per cent,   it   ,s not   feasible to utilize  auto- 

propelled   vehicles which  maneuver on the  ground,  however,   crawlers tractor 

c*n worlc  on   }C  and  even   ft  per cent   slopes.     Wheel   bidders  should nor- 

mally not   be  used   for  .lope,  above   ?P per  cent   in order  not   to   risk the 

rupture of  stability.     In  the  o-sc where  we  have to work on higher  .lopes, 

we   would   naturally  resort   to  the   utilisation  of cable   systems  or teie- 

phencucs,   assisted     somewhat  by baloons or  helicopters.     In the  case  where 

*e  use  automotive   veh des,   the   slope  dictates the  choice   of the  vehicle 

by the  detrrmin.ition of  its center of gravity,   in edition to which the 

power  «mil red  to  make  the   vehicle  climb   the   slooe   will   often be   a 

determining criteria for the  choice  of  an  engine,    it   is   in   f,ct  essential 

in a  rough  terrain  region that  tnc tractor,   without   cargo be  able  to 

climb the   slopes  at   an appropriate   8. jed   and   careful   ao.erance  to condi- 

tions.    We   would  naturally try to use gravity for sk.dding the  loads 

and  as often   is posible  would try to organize  the  are* s  in  such n 

fashion that   the  machines  move   m the   direction  of the   slope   rather 

than  climb   them.     However,   ,t   .s   interesting   to  ûb.erve  that   in the 

cace   of utilization  of cable   ,y,tems,   or   in   part : cu I,-r  cable-cranes,   ¡t 

io  easier  to work   in ascending the   loada  rather than  trying to descend 

them,   because   in the   c-se   of  pulling tne   logs  towards  the   top,   they 

have  a tendane./ of being pulled   from the   -oil,  whereas  in the  inverse 

they slip  and  risk  floundering  m the  roil.     It   i r, also  aivi^ble  to think 

about  the   altitude   -s engines have   .an  inferior efficiency to that  which 

they have   at   ,ea  level   because  of the   rarefi cation of oxygen  in the  air. 

The   loss of  power which i= ten to  fifteen  per cent between dOO and  I5OC 

meters reaches'.;..-.      per cent   when the  engines  are   at   an altitude  of 

3000 meters   above  sci   level. 
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b)    Plains!     l^itn wo  find ourselves in oondltiona of exploitation 

nn relatively  flat terrain and where the profcle-.s of Blope  are no longer 

preponderant,   it  ie the  state of the  «oil whioh    becomes the determining 

element  for the  choice of transport vahioles.   In fact,  if on dry 

terrain the problema of ndhernnce  are of minor importanoe,   as soon aB 

we encounter marBhy terrain,  very humid or staying humid most of the year, 

these problema are  eo important  that in certain oases,  the technicians 

prefer to utilize traction cables at ground level  in preference to 

vehicles which are invariably amphibious.    By the  same token,  in regions 

such as  in the  southern United StateB,  or tropical  regions,  the railway 

was for a long time the most  rational mode of penetration,  coBting in 

fact  less than the established  routes and having a particular character 

that  well  served the early exploitation of the  forests. 

Finally it   is advisable to note the particular oases of artificial 

plantation of trees in rowe whioh requires,  when we want to preserve 

the reserved trees,  n material  specially adaptable as a replacement for 

this method of exploitation. 

?.    The climate 

The  first  criteria on the  subject  of olimate  is the variation of tem- 

perature.    It   is necessary to  remember,   nB was for the  altitude,  that 

according to  „he temperature of the B..rrounding air,  th<   efficiency of a 

motor varieB in great proportions,   due to the  rarefication of oxygen in 

the warm air.     This io estimated to be between   \0  rind 50°C,  while there 

is a variation of about  ?•?  per cent  in the efficiency of a motor. 

In addition,   it   io oftnn nvrloobd i:-»t   th" oliiriatr haß a greater 

influence on the  etate of the  soil which is in direct  relation to the 

changing climatic conditions.    In cold regione such as Tuberia,  the 

Scandinavian oountrios or Northern Canada,   snow becomes an aide in ex- 

ploiting the  timber because it  permits the  forming of routes on compressed 

or even  frozen  snow on which we  can either directly haul  the loads or use 

a sled.    Actually considerable  cfuantitiea of timber oan be moved with an 

excessively weak coefficient of friction under these conditions.    In tem- 

perate climate« this approach ie not applicable as the oondition of the 

climate  Blows up work during the rainy period but aboveall transforms 

the  soil, which usually has a  sufficient holding ability,  into a parti- 

cularly unsuitable ground for the transport or travel of vehicles and 
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reduces,  because of this fact,  the  period of time when exploitation, 

or rather the  skidding of wood,   is profitable.    A similar observation 

can be made  for the  countries in a tropical  climate region,  because 

in fact,  in these regions the  rainy season  forbids,  generally for 

a long period of time,  the penetration of the  forest by mechanical 

means,   resulting in the maximum usage of transport throughout the dry 

season when the holding ability of the soil  permits the  passage of 

heavy equipment.    Finally,  one  lart  point  pertains to the climatic 

conditions in the wind factor.    In fact,  this laBt  factor can be in 

certain rough terrain regions or   along the  sea,  a preponderant element 

to the prohibition or slow-up of the exploitation of the timber. 

Therefore,  the  forest  operations planner should,  in all  instances, take 

into account  the presence of the wind factor when he  schedules cuttings 

and in particular clear cuttings,  in order to avoid that by unexpected 

wind storms the  area does not   sniffer unnecessary timber damage due to ex- 

cessive material having been blown down. 

3.    The soil 

Forest  soil is generally formed from the decomposition of leaves 

of needles which forms a more  or less thick humus layer that  lies 

directly on the mother rock,  whereas in agriculture  soil the  surface 

contains a layer of cultivated pL-mt  roots which form an excellent 

support  for the  adherance of the transport  machines.    In other words, 

the forest  soil is a surface cluttered with destroyed    vegetation which 

makes the real  conditions of the under soil,   and if the operator does 

not have  a fair knowledge and a certain amount of experience with driving 

on this type of soil, he can quite easily encounter some problems when 

movirg his machine over the area.      The following is a definition of the 

different types of forest  soil according to their mother rock. 

a)    Clay soil:    this is a particularly resistent  soil when it is 

dry with a very high holding ability but on the other hand becomes very 

slippery when saturated with water and its holding power often diminishes 

quite suddenly.    It is, therefore, necessary with such soil to plan the 

harvesting of timber during the dry season,    although emergencies do 

arise to work during the rainy season.    In the latter   case,  it is ne- 

cessary to anticipate the need for equipment which will permit the vehicles 

to pass over the weak places.    The most suitable forestry artifice is the *uto- 

hauling winch which is attached to the front of the vehicle. 




